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Mrs. Ethyl Venson
Gets CAC Position
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Following the resignation of which visits newcomers to the
his former secretary, Mrs. city, and mothers who have
Fran Hilliard, Mayor William just given birth to children at
B. Ingram named Mrs. R. Q. local hospitals.
(Ethyl) Venson to the post of A native Memphian, she atcoordinator of the anti-poverty tended LeMoyne college, where
Community Action Committee. she was graduated with a majMrs. Venson, the wife of a or in social science. She has
local dentist, is the third wom- taken post-graduate work at
an to be named to the position several colleges and universiwhich has a salary of $1,000 a ties.
month.
Mayor Ingram refused to
Mrs. Frances Coe, a mem- answer a reporter's question
ber of the Memphis Board of as to whether the appointment
Education, was the first per- of a Negro to the anti-poverty
son to occupy the job, but she post would restore his image
resigned after she became dis- among Negro voters who have
satisfied with what she was been concerned about his runable to accomplish after a cer- ning battle with NAACP oftain time.
ficials over the curtailment of
Mrs. Hilliard, who had been Federal funds to the city's
Mayor Ingram's secretary, re- poor, vs bile other communities
ceived the job, but her qualifi- are getting millions in aid.
cations for the job were questioned, aud the Office of Economic Opportunity in WashingLewis II. Ford, public relations director, on, D. C.. complained that it
PLANNING HOLY CONVOCATION —
of
chairman
Mason,
Elsie
Mrs.
Chicago;
Making plans for the 58th annual Holy Conwas not given a biographical
Program committee, and Bishop A. B. Mcvocation of the Church of God in Christ to
ketch of Mrs. Hilliard only a
street, 60nie of them without clothing. The
SUNDAY MORNING FIRE— 'This five-room
CommisExecutive
the
Essen, chairman of
few weeks before she quit.
be held in Memphis Nov. 9.19 at Mason
house Is located in a section of the county
house near the Walker Monies community
Photo)
sionei s of the church. (Withers
di Temple at 958 S. Mason St. are, from left,
which Is not covered by tire department
GUIDELINES
was reduced to ashes in a matter of minBishops J. 0. Patterson, general secretary;
protection. A call for help went unanswered.
tiles after it caught fire last Sunday niorn•
Although Mrs. Venson is a
Withers photo)
member of the NAACP, her aping and drove this father, Walter ('offer,
pointment to the job is not exSr., (inset) and his seven children into the
pected to go unchallenged by
the Memphis branch of the NAAUP, because it has been insisting that Mayor Ingram follow
the "guidelines" established by
the 0E0, which states that the
co-ordinator be selected by the
Community Action Committee.
outand
Mason
founder Bishop
Prominent in Memphis social
Plans for the 58th Holy Con- eral officers will march.
Church
the
of
work
standing
affairs, Mrs. Venson is the wife
vocation of the Church of God FOUNDER'S DAY
around her.
Christ.
God in
of the founder of the Memphis
A father and seven children were his six daughters and'blanket wrapped
in Christ to be held November The climax of the meeting of
does not
Cottonmakers Jubilee, an afbarely escaped with their lives one son, Miss Robbie Holt, 22; She said that she
9 to 19 here at Mason Temple, will come November 14 when OTHER FEATURES
fair held at the same time as
last Sunday morning when Carol Coffer, 15; Ruth Ann Cof- know how the fire started, but
958 S. Mason St., were announc- memorial services will be hekl Other highlights of the' around
the Cotton Carnival.
their five-room house was sud- fer, 13; Margaret, eight: Queen that it developed in the kitchen
ed this week by Bishop Ls H. to commemorate the life of the the clock" lo day and night
She was on the staff of Weldenly enveloped in flames, giv- Esther, six; Rochelle, five, and from either the stove or one of
Fords Will; rglittions directorlfotuider of the Church of God meeting including ('isle a n d
VENSON
NIES. E
come Wagon, an organisation
the gas lines.
ing them time to get out. with Walter, Jr., 14.
for the church organization. :in Christ, the late 111Shop C. National Music Department
The fire department in the Following the blaze, the chilonly what they had on.
A highlight of the meeting H. Mason, and all the Pioneet-. Night, Sat., Nov. 13; EvanWalter Coffer, 46, of 447 area was called, but when it dren were given refuge ni the
will be the beginning of the our- ing saints of the chursh--'that gellst Day, Thursday, NovemPeebles rd., was sitting in the was learned that he was not homes of neighbors, and clothber 12; and Education Night,
chase of printing equipment in have labored.
living room, waiting to take in an area covered by its serv- ing furnished them by their
the church's recently complet- According to Bishop Ford, all Monday, November 15, Dr.
children to church when the ice, the call went unanswered. home church.
his
Foundthe
during
raised
charge;
in
funds
Arenia C. Mallory
ed publishing house,
caught fire, and in a The family lives near the Walk- Mr. Coffer has moved him.
earhouse
be
will
Services
all
Day
Department
er's
Women's
be
the
A special program will
matter of minutes the frame er Homes community, and it self and children temporarily
held, Monday November 15 to marked for Special Work on the day, Tuesday, November 16
building was a solid wall of does not have fire protection. into the home of his sister, Mrs.
ignal the historical move to Temple, publishing activities under the leadership of MothMartha Merriweather at 1800
ire.
movie
SUDDEN ESCAPE
A
missions.
Bailey.
L.
Annie
foreign
er
and
pubthe
on
mortgage
urn the
Escaping along with him Carol Coffer said that most Riverside blvd.
lishing house that was paid for will be shown Sunday night, The Church of God in Christ,
of the children were dressed A laborer at a local feed mill,
this year. All pastors and gen- showing the life of the late founded in 1897 has become an COVINGTON — Four Negro ishe was assaulted in front of
when the blaze started, but Mr. Coffer has been taking care
international organization with high school girls involved in a McCool's Supermarket.
that all of them were preparing of the children with the help of
nearly three million members. fight with a white girt en route In an interview with the girls
to go to services at the Great- a stepdaughter since his wife
The organization claims 4,000 home from the recently inte- on the day following the incl.
er Mt. Calvary Baptist church, died in 1962.
churches and 92 bishops in the grated Byars Hall High school dent which occurred on Oct. 13,
United States and Foreign have been sentenced to indefi• Carolyn Malone told the TR1- The recently completed Edu- and she had just prepared to The Coffer children attend
to Mitchell High and Ford Road
nite terms at the state voca- STATE DEFENDER she and eational, Recreational and Fel- step in the bath, hut had
had boen
Wednesday, Nov. 10, Pastors' tional school for delinquent the other girls were walking lowship building of Metropoli- get out of the house so sod- 1 schools. The family
unable to living at the Peebles rd., ads
F'ellowship, Cider Jack Pleas, girls at Nashville.
down the sidewalk behind two tan Baptist church will he for- denly that she was
and escaped with a dress for the past five years.
President; and Superannuation
white girls, when Ave harper mally opened on Sunday, Oct. dress
A program tried and proved provided, such as fresh eggs, Day, Bishop E. Lenox, Presi- The four are Carolyn Maattempted to walk by then), and 31.
jelly,
cereal
bread,
dried
fresh
the
at
year
last
successful
dent. Thursday, Nov. 11, Home lone, 16, a junior at the school; the Beasley girl said, "Nigger,
The opening will be marked
Grant Elementary school is and fresh fruit,
and Foreign Missions, Bishop her sister, Blanche Malone, 15, get away from here. I don't
a program at 3 p.m., with
ITEMS
PROVIDE
Merrill
the
at
tried
being
now
S. M. Crones), President; Fri. a sophomore; Ave Harper, want you walking beside me." by
Dr. C. L. Dinkins, president of
Elementaryschool. And all it Merrill Breakfast Boosters a.ay, Nov. 12, Evangelist Day, about 14, and her sister, AnOwen college, as the speaker,
ATTACKED BY MEN
will help provide the needed Bishop L. C. Page, President, nette Harper, IG.
needs is backers.
After she heard the girl and special music will be furThe program is the Merrill items by mailing a certain Annual Pilgrimage to Saints
Breakfast Boosters, and ths amount of money to the school Junior College in Lexington, Bringing charges against the speak to her companion in that nished by Omar Robinson,
students were Bonnie Beasley, manner, Miss Malone said she well-known Memphis musician.
goal is to provide breakfast for at a certain time decided by miss.
attend
hungry boys and girls before the Booster himself.
On Friday, Nov. 19 which is who testified last Wednesday walked up abreast of the two The public is invited to
they begin their studies for the The project can be adopted the closing day of the meeting before Juvenile Court Judge white girls, and was pushed the ceremony.
Congressman George Grider submarine commander during
Rev. S. A. Owen is pastor of
not only by individuals, but by will be the day for appointment Henry Vaughan that she had to
day.
leave Memphis on Satur- World War II.
will
7
Page
On
Continued
the church.
Last year at Grant, it was organizatssss looking for new and consecration of Bishops. have medical treatment after
day for a two-week trip to Viet- As a member of the Judici—
noticed that a number of chit- charities to support. As a re. —
ary Committee of the House of
111iM.
,•sn did not give attention to stilt, children from homes not
"I hope to visit many of the Representatives, he is vitally
basic studies which were able to provide them with
men from Shelby County who concerned with the need for
presented in the morning, be- breakfast will have a better
are stationed over there," the legislation concerning the thoucause they had not had any- chance to learn.
Memphis Democrat said. "I sands of refugees displaced by
thing to cat and would get the Persons interested in learn.
want to get first-hand all the the war.
first meal of the day at lunch. ing what Merrill School is do.
information I can about what is Congressman Grider added:
ing are invited to visit the
-.tame.
"I hope, too, that my going will
going on over there."
After the PTA sponsored a school during the breakfast sesCongressman Grider will let our men know that most
breakfast program for the chil- sion at 7:55 a.m. and remain
leave Metropolitan Airport at Americans do care about Vietdren, teachers noticed more in- for about 15 minutes.
2:20 p.m. Saturday for a flight nam. I will tell them that the
terest in studies and grades Donations should he made
to the West Coast. He will small group of misguided dempayable to the Merrill School
climbed.
leave San Francisco at 10 Sat- onstrators is nothing but a
Breakfast is now being sm. PTA Breakfast Fund and sent
urday night. arriving in Saigon noisy minority with absolutely
ed to children at Merrill with to the school at 303 Jones
at 11 a.m, the next day. (His no influence on the President,
38105
surplus foods given by the Street, Memphis, Tenn.,
arrival time in Vietnam will the Congress or the people of
Memphis Board of Education, Mrs. Louise Jones is PTA
actually he on Nov. 1, since he Shelby County."
Bar
hut the school wants to give president, and Mrs. S. C.
will lose a day in crossing the
the youngsters some items not tholomew principal of Merrill.
International Date Line.)
BRIEFED BY CIA
Memphis Democrat
The
spent last week getting inoculations and receiving briefings
on the war from officials of the
Department of Defense, the De- A 1962 graduate of Booker T.
partment of State and the Cen- Washington High school, now
tral Intelligence Agency. Ile serving with the Women's Arand Mrs. Grider drove to Mem- my Corps at Zama, Japan, has
It was only a small sum that after paying for a part he
phis Sunday after the first ses- been promoted to the rank of
her father lost, but Mrs. Bet- needed for the washing masion of the 89th Congress ad- specialist fourth class•
tie Pickens of 835 N. Second chine.
journed.
She is Mrs. Joan E. Kolheim,
at., believes that the public
After assuring Mr. Kimmons
"President Johnson called us daughter of Mrs. Sarah E. Ford
should be warned about a that he had nothing to fear
Congress89',"
'Fighting
the
"small-time" confidence man and having
of 970 Lenow, and the wife of
gotten the money,
man Grider said, "and I fully Leo D. Kolheim of Chicago.
who goes around borrowing the con man was last seen goagree."
Sp./4 Kolheim was promoted
small sums of money from the ing up an escalator.
"This Congress did more for to her present rank at 'leadelderly, and then vanishes.
Mr. Kimmons was too emeducation, for health, for the quarters, U.S. Army Signal
Mrs. Pickens said her father, barrassed by the
small-time
people who live in the cities. Command, Camp Zama, Japan.
Napoleon Kimmons, 74, of 837 swindle that he did not
call
These were things people had
N. Second st., was approached police, and only told his daughtalked about for years. We just
last Friday by a glib talking ter, a reader of the Tri-State
stopped talking and did some- Principal's Brother
man who walked with a limp, Defender, a day or so after he
Dies In Cleveland
and who persuaded her father to
lotta Hayes, Georgia Hankins, Mary Robinson, Janet Var. thing about it."
HISS SO('/AL BELLE' CONTESTANTS—A kick-off affair
got home.
give him $4.62 to make up the
Mrs. Ethel Brooks, principal
For young women seeking the title of "Miss Social Belle" in
brough and Sandra Underwood. Standing, from left, are BETTER UNDERSTAN.DING
Congressman Grider said he Of Stafford Elementary School,
payment on some item In a Mrs. Pickens says she beMisses Rosalind Willis, Ruby Bell, Johnlames
Holmes,
the second annual contest sponsored by the Memphis branch
lieves that roan confines his ophopes to use his experience as was called last m eek to Clevestore on Main st.
nie Anderson. Laura Harris, Phyllis Ross, Pat May weather,
of the NAACP was held recently, and here are seen last
a Naval officer and as a legis- land, Ohio, for 1.1.6 funeral of
Ile told Mr. Kimmons that erations to the elderly, and
officials.
the
branch
are
and
two
winner,
shown
and
Misses
year's
Crossley
Callie
contestants
Not
Samule
Bradley.
lator to get a better under. her brother, Curtis Carter.
he was the uncle of an out- thinks that if others become'
CarClubs
from
Coleman,
and
floor,
Linda
Ransom
Misses
are
interested
Johnson.
Bernice
in
left,
on
Ethel
Seated
standing of the South Vietnam
standing member, whom he aware of such small crimes,
Condolences were sent to her
sponsoring a contestant may call the branch at 525-6057. situation. He patroled the wa- by members of the faculty of
named at his church, and of. they will be less likely to be la Allen, "Miss Social Belle" of 1964, and Vera Wright. On
Car.
McNeal,
Misses
same
Relate
(Withers
row,
order,
second
are
photo) tars of Southeast Asia as a Stafford School.
fered to give him a ride home fooled.

Burning Of Publishing House
Mortgage To Highlight Confab

S

Merrill Seeks Boosters
For Breakfast Program

Father And Seven Children
Lose Everything In Blaze

4 School Girls Get
Reformatory Terms

Metropolitan To
Enter Building

Congressman Grider
Will Visit Vietnam

5

'Small-Time' Swindler
*Seeks Elderly For Prey

Memphis Girl
Gets Promotion
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Dr. King Swingsg
Back To Dixie
Seeks New Law

Grandparents TurnTurn Weedy
Vacant Lot Into Playground

4)3

i try. "Pulling people up by their many years, she has pictures
I bootstraps" has become a hanging in the art galleries of,
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, "mode operendum" with VIS- a number of states. She soon
enrolled some children in a wa— Mr. and Mrs. Owen TA.
ternd who lived in Tuskegee Mary and Owen Bernd are tercolor class and furnished
Ivo weeks, will be leaving, now part of a group of 43 persons supplies for as many as wishPARIS — (UPI) — The Rev, and have the audacity to supsat their six-week training who graduated from Tuskegee ed to participate. Her pupils
pose that 250,000 white persons r
Martin Luther King came out
nurse with VISTA (Volunteers Institute's VISTA training pro- ranged from age 3 to 13. One
, can govern and make decisions
n Service to America) has gram this week. The class be. showed such aptitude that she
in favor of a law making it a for four million black men."
een completed at Tuskegee gan in August and ran for six immediately set him to paint.
federal offense to slay a civil I King said he would meet his
weeks. All are now awaiting ing in oil.
nstitute.
staff and aides immediately in
rights worker.
a
clear
to
began
husband
Her
Particiassignments.
The memory of their stay duty
sports-minded boys,
"There is now a need for Atlanta tp plan some action,
be savored for many pants are paid $50 per month, field for
with their aid, soon clean.
a new law to make the murder "we feel there is a need to
tonths because a vacant lot No expenses are charged while and,
ed a spot 75x100 feet. This
.
of a civil rights worker a fed- develop a movement to bring
n the corner of Railroad and in training.
they did with hoes, rakes, hard
eral offense so that it comes pressure to bear on the federal"
Vright Sts. in Tuskegee attests Two and one-half weeks
work, and other implements
under the jurisdiction of the aspect . . . " he said.
o the indefatigability of their he field" studying problems
that came in handy. The city of
In his address, King said of
federal courts automatically.
and finding solutions was part
;ork.
Tuskegee finished the job with
He said he favored such a law the civil rights battle in the
This lot was cleared of weeds f the training.
a bulldozer.
"rather than leave it to the South:
nd brush; poles set up for a "We were at the home of Bernd says as many as 46
mercy of local courts such as "We have seen a resurgence
asketball court, space reserv• Mrs. Dolly Simpson,' Bernd boys have come to play on the
of violence and to date not a
in Hayneville."
d for the games of football explained. It was situated in a
'They often come after
to the ac- single person has been brought
refering
'
was
King
nd baseball, and swings and neighborhood where there were field
school and play until dark," he
quittal Friday in Hayneville, to justice for violence and murther playground equipment many children, but no parks Bays, adding that the younger
der against persons engaged
Ala., of Collie Leroy Wilkins,
secured for younger children, or playgrounds."
boys take turns with the older
In non•violently seeking their
who had been charged with
"Anyone could have done There was, however, a piece boys and no one group ever
constitutional rights.
Mn.
Viola
death
to
shooting
branch,
that we did," Mr. and Mrs. of land next door which was monopolizes the field.
local
chell, right, president of the
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD — The Memphis
Detroit, Mich., "Southern states continue to
wen Bernd say modestly.
Is seen presenting the award to Miss Brown. Liuzzo. The
nearly over-grown with weeds At first, Bernd says, the boys
branch of the National Alliance of Postal
woman was killed March 25 as make a mockery of justice in
out
carrying
2413
of
The Bernds are
Sr.,
Brown,
Herbert
father,
her
as
and brush. They learned that had no football. However they
Carter
B.
Ashby
its
Employees presented
drove with a Negro down an attempt to maintain their
se VISTA program of "help- the owner did not wish to sell Contrived one by rolling stones
Thames St., looks on at left. The scholar- she
hold on political power and the""
Memorial Scholarship to Miss Geraldine
a lonely road on the way back
the
tg people to help themselves,"
placing
newspaper,
a
in
school
high
its
a
to
mind
not
annually
did
but
given
is
ship
the land,
Brown, a graduate of Booker T. Washingfrom a civil rights march from special privileges which go
ften seeking the aid of exist- being used as a playground.
bundle inside a cloth bag. Laexcelacademic
of
basis
graduate on the
ton High school and presently a freshman
Selma to Montgomery, Ala. with it."
$g agencies in this endeavor.
were given a football.
Mrs. Bernd ter they
lence and a written examination and is for King said he would return to The incidents earlier this
at Memphis State University, during the
the Bernds
heir story is being reenacted "One day when
afternoons
hot
On
to paint," Bernd
(McChriston Photo)
$500.
organization's recent meeting at the Sarah
the United States to organize year on Chicago's West Side.
y VISTA workers (often call- went outside
furnished punch to all the chitan audience
Harlem and Watts in Los And "The Domestic Peace says she attracted
a protest,
branch of the YWCA. Charles Mitwho wished it. Finding
dren
Brown
for
artists
geles 'should not be considered
'orps") throughout the coun: of children." An
paper cups too expensive, they
"1 was shocked to hear of race rio!‘," he
said. "These
later asked the children to
the acquittal and I shall cut were
more class riots than race
STARTS SAT. bring their own cups.
short my Paris trip four days riots, and they
seriously threatBernd h5s spent much time
OCT. 30
to help my fellow civil rights en
the very survival of our narounding up discarded equipaprotest
a
organize
workers
WK.
BIG
ONE
tion."
ment for the playground. Two
gainst the Hayneville court deother VISTA workers have
cision," he said.
been helping on the project.
King also said there was a
The Bernds come from Ard"real possibility" he will orhas
Bernd
where
Okla.,
more,
ganize "large marches from
been in the construction busi- If the appeal to a California men, the John Birchers and the "place of his birthright."
Black Belt of Alabama conthe
ness. They have a married
Think, if you will, of the far
a 27-year-old murder White Citizens Councils and a
verging on the courthouse in
daughter and several grand- judge by
king sized headache for our reaching ramifications inherent Lowndes County."
children. The couple will work suspect is granted, many
in a favorable decision on King dscribed the acquittal
in the rural rather than the strange things could be occur- State Department.
petition. In addition to in Hayneville as a "tragic act,
Clark's
the
of
urban area of VISTA.
land
this
ring soon in
According to a report by ANthe events listed above, the a miscarriage of justice."
free.
Pis Calla Scrivener, Fred
problem of where to send these He spoke to a press conferan American-born NeMillions of Negroes flooding Clark,
newly recognized aliens would ence after addressing an enBALTIMORE, Md. — Dr.
gro, is seeking to avoid retrial
thusiastic audience of 5,000 in
the Post Offices to register unprobably disrupt world diploMartin Jenkins, president of
the Left-Bank Mutualite Hall
on a recently nullified murder
A CCC FILM
time
Morgan
der the Alien Registration Law
State College, Baltimatic channels for some
MICRO, N. C. — (UPI) —
on the subject of "The Chris- more,
of conviction, and has petitioned to come.
Md., told over 3,000 stuThe Johnston County Sheriff's . . . The Attorney General
tian Church in a World Of
Court
Superior
California
—
HIT!
THRILL
dents at the 99th Matriculation
—PLUS SECOND
Office reported a bomb ex- Connecticut, the Borough preswho At the time that slaveny was Revolution."
Convocation that "The right of
plosion early Monday tore out ident of Manhattan, the mili- Judge Joseph A. Wapner,
standing
ovation
a
drew
He
petition and constructive disa wall of windows in an all. tary aide to President Johnson is set the date for his new the common practice in AmerWHEN
for his hour- sent by student groups
chamber
the
from
has nevNegro elementary school near
THE
trial, to grant him immunity ica, the Africans were import- long review of the American
out
suddenly
others
many
and
er been and will not be abridgSKULL
here.
further prosecution.
that were civil rights battle. But the loudcountries
from
from
ed
civil
of
thousands
.
.
.
jobs
of
STRIKES
ed."
There were no injuries. The
on state, Clark claims that he is be- colonies, Many of these colonies est applause came when he
explosion occurred in a class- service workers fired
He told the students thlit "You
e
h
t
of
.
.
.
levels
jurisdiction
Federal
Rhoof
the
threat
and
city
yond
the
condemned
nations.
independent
4.11'
are now
room between midnight a n d
expect on this campus a climate
is
he
because
Courts
California
disenunilateral
inNegroes
declare
of
to
desia
Millions
said.
about 4 A.M., authorities
WHERE
of freedom. Freedom to express
forcibly The mere thought of
dependence from Britain.
Johnston County franchised and the voting rights descended from slaves
The
your opinion in and out of the
a n d to deport these aliens would be
Sheriff's Office in Smithfield bills mullified as far as they abducted into the U.S.
"to
classroom, freedom to differ,
such, enough to give the State De- Rhodesia, he said seeks
said the explosion "was def- are concerned . . . Wild gle therefore an alien. As
a nervous breakdown. turn back the clock of history to dissent, to criticize. Freeand hilarity among the Klans-he is seeking deportation to the partment
initely a bombing."
dom to be exposed to a wide
variety of views on controversial issues .. . we must impose
no loyalty oath on freedom of
expression."
Dr. Jenkins reminded the.
group which included 960 new
students that any exercise of
dissent, however, which infringes on the rights of others in
the campus community will be
vigorously opposed.
"Within this framework I invite students to express their
concern about any aspect of the
program of this college. But do
express your concern in a constructive fashion," he said.
The MSC President used as
a theme for the opening convocation "Expectations — What
Should Students Expect of College? What Does the College
Expect of Students?"
Morgan State, which has an
operating budget of $5,127,547.00
has 434 full-time employees M.
eluding 200 faculty members.
Faculty salaries total $1,960,750.
Dr. Albert Whiting, dean of
the collekte cited the 38 June 4a
graduates who had received.
jobs in private industries at
beginning salaries of $4,970 to
67,800.
By BETTY HARTWIG

Court Plea Could Send
Negroes Back To Africa

THE GHASTLIEST
HORROR
OF ALL!

on

Educator
Defends
Dissent

Bomb Rips North
Carolina School

THE
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„
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SCREAM
FE-TER CUMPAWN
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GOLDSMITH'S
BUDGET
STORE

DOWNSTAIRS

GRAND OPENING
MONDAY
NOVEMBER 1st
Free orchid given to first 1,000 customers . . come early!

What's New?
A first aid and survival kit
tested by the armed forces is
available to civilians now. In
addition to standard aspirin,
bandage and adhesive items,
the kit contains burn ointment,
salt tablets, water purification
tablets, eye ointment and seasickness tablets. Also included
is a 16-page booklet on first aid.

NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments

Register for Free Mink Stole
and other prizes to be given away!

come early . . shop late until 9 p.m.
everything has been changed . . except the low prices!

Cost, Y.
G.,—
500.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00.....
$2,500.00
$5,000.00

-

Appiox.
Me.
Pern•nts
$ 12.90
$ 23.70
$ 34.50
$ 45.50
S 56.20
$110.62

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
''It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank'
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LeMoyne College opened its
ultural sries Friday morning,
DilworthSamuel
tiring
e of Brooklyn, New York
piano concert before a caacity audience at Bruce Hall.
The talented pianist was
resented under the auspices
the American Missionary
sociation's College Centenels program.
Nearly 400 public school stueats were special guests of
Moyne. Represented were
anassas High School, 100 or
ore students; Lincoln Junior
High, about 70; Geeter High
hool, 5; Porter Junior High,
•-21; Georgia Avenue, 100; and
ICaldwell, 57,
-4
Mr. Leslie will be appearTri State Defender
;„! ing at Huston-Tillotson, Dillard, Martha Set. Monday
memTalladega, Tougaloo and Fisk 'AS YOU LIKE ir CAST — Three
before he retumu to Brooklyn. bers of The National Shakespeare Comprogram included the dif- pany that will pat on "As You Like It" in
and exciting compositions Ittuce Hall at LeMoyne College next week.
Of Chopin, Liszt, Beethoven and The play is scheduled for Saturday night,
Schumann.

, 878 S. Fourth, Doug-i MELROSE: George L. Whit.
The names of 1,0:N finalists two from lisinilitoi. itto from.owens
both mathematics; and,ney, 681-F Georgia, psychology.
fromlass,
one
each
and
In the 1965-66 National Achieve- Douglass
school in
J. Graham, 1992 Edward,' The finalists attend
Kathy
Father
Melrose,
Carver.
Lester,
for
ment Scholarship Program
A. Simpson, 39 states and the District of
Patricia
and
'music,
Woodand
Mitchell
Bertrand.
Negro
students
outstanding
chosen by
11920 Kendals, English, of HAM il- Columbia. They were
have been announced by John stock.
'a selection committee which
!ton.
M. Stallmaker president of NMTHE FINALISTS
the other considered 5,600 nominees sub.
SC and 16 students from Mein-. The Manassas finalists and Finalists from
mitted by nearly 1,550 seconphis are on the list,
the fields they intend to study schools are:
Barbara A. dary schools. All American high
More than 200 of these sin- pre Rommel Childress, 369 Ay. WOODSTOCK:
Millington- schools public and private, were
dents will win four-year scholar- eys; biology; Frances L. Jones,!Can• Flute 2,
!invited to nominate candidates.
nces.
mathe.,scie
ships ranging in value from 1447 N. Bellevue Blvd.,
A.
Jack.
Emit:
to
BERTRAND
$1,500) matics; Thurman N. North-,
$1.000 to $6,000 4250
depending upon their need.
!cross, Jr.. 1801 Greenview; ma-,son, 400 S. Tenth, West MemFord foundation grant funds;thematics; Mary E. Robinson, phis, mathematics.
200 Achievement!1111 Bammel, mathematics;, LESTER: Gloria L. Parker, New liquid ORA.JEL safely ends teeth.
underwrite
Ina pain. Just apply, pain "flies sway.“
a n d corporate Paula R. Wooldridge 491 S.2607 Yale, mathematics.
Scholarships
iioarmrircni:Z.estrbsys
provide
sponsors
additional Parkway east, mathematics; I CARVER: Beverly A. Smith, ig
results auerant•ed or
awards. Winners will be announ-'and Rose H. Woolridge, of the 2044 Benford at., anthropology, znelily back. Also s:ailables
PeC.
Dayton
1 MITCHELL
cod in February.
same address, history.
maOf the 16 area finalists six, Other finalists are Little Mat- sues, 3342 Rochester rd.,
thematics.
Carolyn
are from Manassas High School, his, 2229 Stovall, and

TEETHING PAIN
r.i.,..y.
ora-jel

1111111r-

WHATEVER YOU WANT TO PAY
Nov. 6, starting at 8:39. The public is invited
to this attraction which is being presented
by LeMoyne. Elaine Sulks, one of the stars
In the play, is seen here with William
Metzo (center) and another member of
the cast.
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Malcolm's Widow Ester Day To Be
ed Nov. 7
Has Girl Twins Observ
Gibraltar Chapter No. 36 of

iA

y

ou Like it To
Be Presented Nov. 6

NEW YORK — (NPI) — the Order of the Eastern Star
Twins born to the widow of will celebrate annual Ester
slain Black Nationalist leader
Day on Sunday, Nov. 7, at 3
Malcolm X brings a total of six
P.M. at the Greater Mount
Shabazz.
Betty
Mrs.
girls for
Zion Baptist church at 1414 LeMoyne is offering Mem- Company log more than 20,000
Pregnant when her husband was
Davis St., and the public is in- phians a new type of entertain- miles in an extensive 32-week
slain last Feb. as he addressed
vited.
ment in Bruce Hall on Satur- trek throughout the East and
a meeting of his followers, Mrs.
The guest speaker for the day evening, November 6. The Midwest.
Shabazz commented:
program will be Rev. E. V. college will present The Ns"I'm glad it is over. It has
McGee.
iional Shakespeare Company
been a very long pregnancy."
Mrs. Mry E. Ford is chair- in "As You Like It."
Neither Mrs. Shabazz nor her
Parish, coAlease
Mrs.
man,
doctor realized she was going to
Hayes, chairman of
chairman; Mrs. S. M. Loue Mc- Dr. Paul
have twins until about an hour
matron, and LeMoyne's cultural activities
worthy
Kensie,
said the curtain
before she entered Brookdale
Calvin Casey, worthy patron. committee,
hospital.
will-go up at 8:30.
Tickets may be purchased at
LeMoyne's business office or at
the door on the night of the
play. They also may be purchased from "Miss UNCF"
contestants.
heading the cast of this proHopson, Charles Wright • and fessional group are veteran
Some 76 students at Stafford
Sampson.
Julia
a c tor
ood-Broadway
Elementary school made the I Honor students In grade 2-02Hollyw
Chamberlin as "Duke
Howland
.
sixh I
.
taughty
honor roll for the first
Senior," Elaine Sulka as "RosWilliam Callicutt, Donald Nal-,alind" and William Metzo as
week period.
Ronald Price, Annette "Oliver."
Honor students in grade 2-01, Icy.
Phylare Beck, Estella Bendford,
Taylor,
WIDELY-TRAVELED
C.
Mrs.
by
taught
REV CLAY EVANS will conlis Booker, Merrlyn Burose,
The New York based troupe, duct a Pentecostal Revival
Younge,
Gina Nichols, Andre
Judy Gleese, Veronica Gray,
experiof
years
brief
,three
in
Baptist
Olivet
at
Annette Stone, Sharon Catron, Angela Jones, Marilyn Mo- ence, has already eclipsed the service
Turner, Virat 270 East Calhoun
Charles Robertson, Deborah nette, Prince Ella
the now-inactive Wal- church
of
record
Gregory ginia Such and Addie Walker.
Ave. from Oct. 31-Nov. 5, and
Bradd, Carlos Fant,
ter Hampden Company as beis invited to attend
Martin, Donald Cofield, Geral-1 OTHER HONOR STUDENTS ing the most widely•traveled the public
services which begins at
dine Meredith, Jeannette Tho-I GRADE 3-01. Mrs. J. Ron, Shakespearean Company ever the
7:30 each night. The evangelist
mas, Yvonne Harris, Terry teacher: Sheila Hill, Pamela to tour the United States.
is pastor of Fellowship Bapfoura
with
1962
in
and
Walton
Organized
Rhodis
Nichols,
Chicago and
week itinerary mainly concen- list church in
Carolyn Steptcr.
Metro- president of the Baptist MinisYork
New
in
the
d
Town.,trate
GRADE 3-02, Miss P.
E. W.
Canady,Politan area, last season saw ters' Conference. Rev.
sell, teacher; Leroy
Shakespeare Williamson is the host pastor.
National
The
Deborah Batts, Sharon Malley.
serve Work
GRADE 4-01, Msr. E Grego"MY THANKS"
ry, teacher; Debra Alexander,
and station,
Daniel lloward, Joyce WeathPeople everywhere in life from every walk
and notion
From every town and city and every state
ers, Earlie Hill, Paula Johnson,
and dew,
Hove given me so many things intangible
Deborah Gleese, Rosalind Epps,
ever make them clear,
I couldn't begin to count them all or everywhere
Friday, Oct. 29, the faculty Victor Cooper. JoAnn Pratt
people
I only know I owe so much to
and students of LeMoyne Col- and Cynthia Boyd.
a way to share
And whenlput my thoughts in verse it's just
GregoE.
Mrs.
lik• your
Work
4-01,
annual
GRADE
observe
will
lege
musings of a thankful heart, o heart much
The
teacher; Vivian Seals, Margaown,
DaY.
mine along
ret Martin, Marilyn Kennedy
For nothing that I think or write is mine and
This 'project was started sevor line,
and Kevin Edward.
So if you found some beauty in any word
with
F.
"Proximity
Hollis
eral years ago by
It's just "Your Soul's Reflection" in
GRADE 5-01 Mrs. Al BradMine."
Price, president of the College, ley, teacher; Vernon Frnit, Joe
Sincerely with Love & Prayer
who felt "One should not for. N.'Dennis, Terrence Hill, MarA. L. Higgins
Dean,
while
hands
his
zie Harris, Patricia
get how to use
obtaining an education."
Sounnia Ervin, Phyllis White
Individual participation in and Us McKay.
TarWork Day, which is voluntary GRADE 5-92, Miss A. Torwill be under the direction of' ner, teacher; Debra Hicks,
by
the Student Council, headed
Paulette Price. Velma Walton,
Roderick Diggs, Jr.
Loretta Foster, Dorothy Han will
Students and faculty doingkin , Diane Paxton and Robert
'
I
work together in groupsleaves,,McKinnie.
Kindly send me the Tri-State
such t'f:ngs as raking
Mrs. M. Morris,
6-01,
GRADE
aping walls, cleaning blinds!
Defender to address below
Iteacher; Derry Harper, Orlin tiff Painting parking strips.
Rose Mary Waland
Jarett
provid-'da
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50:
Free lunches will be
ker.
ed.
Allen,
Climaxing Work Day will he GRADE 6-02, Mrs. P.
Springfield
THE NEW TRI STATE DEFENDER
a Work Day Dance which will teacher; Wendolyn
'and Odle Taylor.
be held Friday evening.

there's a

FRIGIDAIRE
Jet ActionWasher
for you!

,6 Make Honor Roll At
Stafford Elementary

New Subscription Order

• Automatic Soak Cycle loosens dirt and grime —
fect for woolens, too!
• Jet-Away Lint Removal! Jet-Away rinse "jets"
scum out of tub. No lint trap to clear!
• Jet Spin cuts drying time! Leaves clothes extra light
and dry!

CALLING

188

DELUXE
1st PAYMENT NEXT
YEAR, FEB. 1966

MATCHING
DDK DRYER

.)8

WITH TRADE

5

ModH WtHI

tv.tat

3 ca.,

EVERY FRIGIDAIRE JET ACTION WASHER IS DESIGNED JET-SIMPLE...
FOR TOP DEPENDABILITY'

YEAR PROTECTION PLAN
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE!

One-year warranty for repair of any defect withoUt charge plus
four-year Protection Plan for furnishing replacement lor any de
fictive part In the osnsmission drive motor 0- large rapacitv
wafer pump'

NO GEARS TO
WEAR OUT!

NO PULLEYS
TO JAM!

NO BELTS
TO BREAK!

Budget-priced FRIGIDAIRE1
Electri-clean Oven Range!

Store

City

ow.

Budget-priced Jet Action Washer soaks automatically!

Zone No.

Street Address

d every
F
model gives
y9,u the same
superior Frigidaire
bushin, g action...
114 :regardless
-

JET ACTION
FOR NEW
DEEP
CLEANING!

Students Will
lb
Day At LeMoyne

Behind every great drink there
is a great whiskey.
Seagram's 7 Crown
The Sure One.

-

16 Memphians Among Scholarship Finalists

oung Pianist
ens LeMoyne
oncert Series

sup-sons
sions
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DIRTY

IIIELECTRI-CLEAN
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ALL

....
.....

C(EN4

• Oven cleans itself and even the oven shelves
and cooking unit drip bowls, electrically
_end% tiresome scrubbing and scouring!

SERVICt

• Cook-Master control starts, stops oven
to cook whole oven meals automatically.

RD(-3$)
30", electric
3 colon or whit,

NEWSBOYS

ouRHEART
is IN OUR

NO MONEY
DOWN
1st PAYMENT
NEXT YEAR

Both Stores Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Daily

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
_

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
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Fight U.S. Camp

Men's Fellowship Hears
Juvenile Court Judge

BISHOP G. N .COLLINS

BUCKER CLAYTON

AME Conference In
Session In Batesville

SAIGON — (UPI) — A regiment of North Vietnamese regular army troops was identlo
fled as part of the Communist
force fighting around the U.S.
special forces camp at Plei Me.
A U.S. spokesman said AN31
regiment as not part of the,Wviously identified North Vietnamese 325th Division, Alien
has three regiments committed
in the same area of the Central
highlands.

Judge Kenneth Turner of the erty Program," Mr. Lonnie
Court was guest Briscoe, chairman. December
Juvenile
21; "Negroes in Government,"
speaker at a meeting of The
Atty. A. A. Latting, chairman.
Men's Fellowship of Second January 18; "Finance and
on Business, Edwin Prater, chairCongregational
Church
man; February 15; "Welfare
Tuesday, October 19.
The meeting was held at Programs," Rev, John Mickle,
Love Hall, 762 Walker Avenue, chairman, March 15; "New
and a large number of men Vistas in Education," Silas
Washington, chairman. April
were present.
Atty. A. A. Latting introduc- 9; "Labor Movement," Silas
ed Judge Turner and presided Washington, chairman.
over a very interesting discus- All meetings are held on a
sion dealing with such topics Tuesday at 7:30 P.M. at Love
as adult delinquency, juvenile Hall, 762 Walker Ave., and men
delinquency, more police to of the community are invited
work with street corner youth to attend.
and or more probation officers, Officers of the Men's Fellowthe legitimation of babies of ship are: Silas Washington,
president; Atty. A. A. Letting,
unwed mothers, and others.
Lionel
Thomas Collins and Dr. Pe- vice-president; Dean
Arnold, worship leader; Charter Cooper were hosts.
The men approved the fol- les Nichols, secretary; Jerry
lowing program for 1965-1988: Johnson, treasurer, and Rev.
November 16; "The Anti-Pov- John Mickle, pastor.

••

Alt Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
.
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.•

a

Mall In Your

News
,Reverends C. C. Akins of the
By J. M. Watkins
'Newport District and J.M. WatStories
To
The
We have just returned from kins of the Forrest City District
the series of Annual Confer- The Rev. S. E. Mitchem, of
All thel A.M.E. Church was the
ence held in Oklahoma.
attend'Be.,*`.
three of them were well
financial!"
°
and
ad with literary
ed a picture of loveliness as she posed re.
On October 26, the leaders of
Miss
QUEEN REGINA AND PARENTS
The Central District held its poree camp site, and actually
reports.
the conference organized and
cently with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Regina Riley, who was chosen Father
Saturcold
chilling
spent
that
day
noon
and
opening
William
The
fall camporee in the
finalized their reports.
Phillip Riley, Jr., 1412 Barksdale Cove.
Bertrand High School's Homecoming Queen
sermons during the "Hour of Rev. C.C. Atkins delivered the!Foote Homes Park. One hun- day night in the park.
236 South Wellington
•
(Hooks Bros Photos)
and Miss Father Bertrand of 1965, displayTwelve scoutmasters regisPower" offered a wonderful opening morning sermon.
I
boys from tered their troops and were
Post Office Box 311
and glorious opportunity for The five nights during the dred and forty-eight
spiritual pause and refresh- conference at 7:30 p.m. are surrounding Scout troops as- provided coffee and f ood
ments.
We will be happy to
unique in that they will vary sembled in the park that morn- throughout the night by the
The Oklahoma Conference from the traditional patterns
publish it for you
Scouting experi- Foote Homes Garden club and The Standard Oil (Indiana) the 1965 gifts are the latest in The Foundation conveyed an
for
eager
ing
blaze
closed on October 17, in a
the brothers from Christian Foundation made its second a series of educational grants unrestricted grant to $10,000
and give way to new and re- ences.
"Free Of Any
ColBishop
G.
N.
of glory with
sent out 1965 grant to the United Negro to the United Negro College and earlier this year contribu.
freshing ones.
also a group of Brothers College who
charges.
lins preaching a powerful ser- Tuesday night, the local church There was
these
men
home-made
rolls
for
federation's
the
$25,000
to
ted
past
20
over
the
annually
College
Fund.
Fund
to
ages five
mon to an overflowing crowd. and the city shared with the boys, ranging from
for John E. Swearingen, presi- years, amounting to about fourlear development fund
are
building
citizens
who
representing
After a pause for spiritual conference in a fellowship and ten years of age,
tomorrow.
campaign.
dent of the Foundation, said $250,000.
no Scout Troop, but who came
and physical refeshment during'friendship hour.
The new inner-city patrol —
the week of the 20th, the series 1 Wednesday night the "Walk to with their mother's blankets Troop 140, Joseph A. Fowler
of conferences was to go back Emmaus" with special em- and sheets packed in boxes Homes under the leadership of
into action with full blast on phasis on the EVANGELISTIC and set up camp near the cam- George Valentine won first
October 27, at Batesville, Ar- THRUST. The men will take
place in the Scouting skills
kansas. Bishop Collins, the pre- the leading roles with a chorus
which were: compass and pasiding Bishop o: Oklahoma is furnishing the music.
cing, knot-tying, fire building
in charge. He is assisted by the October 28, the "Women in
and first aid.
White" will be led by Mrs
Other skills taught were axe0. B. Collins, the Episcopal
manship, tent pitching, trail
supervisor and the Missionary
signs and physical fitness.
women al usual will overflow
View Baptist Troop 102, Metropolitan Baptist
the church in a beautiful pa- The Pleasant
Church, 2328 Hunter will pre--Church won second place. Wilgeant.
October 29, emphasis will be sent a 'all fashion show Sun-, ham Lamar is scoutmaster,
placed on Education. Dr. H day, October 31, from 7 to 10 sacnodutmOadsetellr. lIarris, assistant
Big Star coupons worth $1 towards the
Solomon Hill, president of Shor-i,..
Another new Troop 126, Leter college. and Reverend C.
purchase of your reserved seat ticket
Barbara Turne will nar- Moyne Gardens placed third.
s
r
Cone, dean of Jackson TheoloThe 24th Annual Joint Pro- gical Seminary will address the rate the show.
James E. Murrell is scoutmasto
ICE CAPADES 1966 beginning Wed.,
The person holding the lucky,ter.
gram of the East Memphis Conference.
Nov. 3rd thru Sun., Nov. 7th at the MidUshers Union, Ushers' Federa- The famous Shorter College prize number will win a clock Ernest Abrom, District Vice
radio.
tion and Friendship Choir Un- cboir will accompany them.
Chairman, and Eugene Hagler,
South Coliseum. Get your FREE
ion will be held Sunday, Octo- Saturday night, October 30, Refreshments will be served, Neighborhood
Commissioner,
chairman
Walker
is
Mrs.
Lilly
ber 31, at 2 p.m. at the Salem will perhaps be one of the most
Scouts trophies
Coupon at Big Star (full details on
presented
Boy
and Rev. J. H. Walker is r asOilfield Baptist church, Crump attractive ones of all with the
to the winning patrols.
tor.
coupon).
"Youth on Parade" hour. The
Other Scoutmasters present
Blvd. and Florida St.
were James Shead, Troop 145;
Rev. Isaiah Rowser, pastor youth of the Conference will be
James White, Troop 154; Fred
of the Tree of Life Baptstflanked by the High School
Todd, Troop 154; John Peiston,
Church will be the guest speak-1Musical Department and Local
I
Youth
Organizations.
Troop 164, Willie Horton, Troop
Cr. Mrs. Lillie Mae Evans will
Clayton Rucker, Episcopal,
195; Williard Dickerson, Troop
serve as mistress of ceremoLay President and principal of'
194; John Cummings, Troop
flies.
the High School at Magnolia,
159; James Gregory, Troop
Other participants on the Arkansas, will deliver the adprogram include, C. Miles, dress to the Laymen during the' The Lehloyne's Student Chris- 154.
Mrs. Attie Dunlap, Miss M. F. afternoon of Oct. 30.
'Han Fellowship recently pre- Troops without Scoutmasters
Jones, Mrs. Rheobia Burse,• Bishop G. N. Collins will give sented its first program of the were: Troop 141, William Foote
Homes, and Troop 144. MissisUshers Union of Little Rock, the closing sermon Sunday, JO college year.
Ark, Rev. A. L. hIcCargo, Rev. a.m, and the reading of appoint-. Speakers for the occasion sippi Blvd, Christian Church.
James Anderson and the Cles- ments will follow,
were two faculty members, Charles
Gregory, district
The pattern of the conference Ilagop G. Ghazarian of the scout executive, says: "The
ters Singers.
presi.
will
he
followed
during
the
five
chemistry department and Ed. boys need guidance! Under the
R. E. Harshaw, Jr. is
dent of the Ushers Federation other confe:ences in Arkansas. ward F. Ouellette of the social leadership of our fine Scout
The
Central
at
Fordyce,
the
science department.
and Mrs. Harriet Lee, secreExecutive J. A. Beauchamp
at West Memphis; The, Miss Anne Ford is LSCF came some of our leadership
tary.
'West
West at Malvern; and the South,president, Miss Evelyn Lewis,
of today. Scouting still can proSome of the officers of the
at Monticello.
I program chairman, and Dr. vide us with well developed
other organizations include, F.
Paul
Hayes,
H. Hamilton, president of East,
advisor.
citizens for tomorrow."
Memphis Ushers Union; Mrs.
Savannah Hamilton, secretaryMt.
D a n Branch, president of
Sepp Schoenmetzler brings you
Friendship Choir Union; and
Mrs. E. C. Johnson, secretary.'
the program that won him his
as Ilk
See Guy Revell and Gertrude
Rev. A. L. McCargo is
tor of Salem Oilfield.
German championship.
pas-each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
Desjardins in exciting maneuvAnnual Young Adult Day will
ers and turns!
be observed at Mt. Moriah
'III 01111
Baptist church on Sunday, Oct.
31, and the theme for the occasion will be "Young Adults
Accept Christian Responsibilir vv.
ty."
rThe morning worship hour
From Austria ...
will feature a sermon by the
pastor, Rev.- R. W. Norsworthy.
MORGANFIELD, Ky. — A The
The lovely Brigette!
guest speaker at the
group of eight Neighborhood
special Young Adult Day pro.
'Youth Corps workers from St. gram
at 330 p.m will be Rev.
Louis visited Breckenridge Job Eugene
Waller, pastor of CumCorps Center Tuesday and In. mines Street
Baptist church.
spected its facilities and pro- His young
adult choir will
gram,
render the music for the after.
headed by unit supervisor noon program.
Maurice S. Ilarris, the group General
chairman for the
made an extended tour of the young Adult program
is Miss
Breckenridge campus and eon. Johnnie Black.
Mrs. Joan
(erred with department heads. Johnson and Mrs.
Lauracit
Their host was Miller Newton, Jones are in charge of the
pro.
Breckenridgecoordinator of gram,
Bans Mueller and William Rider provide hilarity and rough
community relations.
and tumble spills!
The Neighborhood Corns, a
part of the War on Poverty, Mademoiselle Club
works under the St. Louis Hu- Gives Fashion Tea
Freddie Trenkler,
man Development Corporation The Mademoiselle club preto aid young people aged 16 sented its annual Tea and
the Bouncing Ball of fee!
through 21 — the same ages Fashion Show last Sunday afas Job Corps trainees.
ternoon in the Foote Home auThere are approximately (thorium with Mrs. Judy Eiland
2,500 enrollees in their proaram, narrating the show,
a spokesman said. In some can- Mrs. Docia Tuggle is ores!.
as they refer youths to Job dent of the club, and Mrs. Lil•
Corps Screening Committee.
lian Bowdrick secretary.
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
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Standard Oil Makes 2nd Grant To College Fund

Pleasant View
To Show Fashions

Ushers To Hold
Joint Meet At
Salem-Giltield

YOUR FIRST DOLLAR
PAID BY
BIG STAR!

Student Christian
Fellowship Meets
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GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
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• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
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'Robinson, Whitehaven High, and
many others who came later
and even the next day as the
Elementary department toured
the new gymnasium. The little
ones were also aglow.
Hostesses were Davine Davis,
Linda McGaha, Gloria Smith,
Carol Townsend, Janet Hill, Lor•
The day was sunny and bright, of Education, delivered the ad- Shelby County supervisor; Wal- etta Mong.a., Geraldine Swan,
sn
lauguage.lter Parks. Whites Chapel Elem; Mamie Townsend, and Delores
the student and faculty were all dress. In
of t h e Rev. R. L. Jones, K. Shannon White.
g
istic
is characteristic
smiles. The band made music
were cautionin the air while lines of students speaker, students
filed into the gymnasium. Beau- ed to get ready for the world in
the
tiful hostesses, dressed in gold which they live, because
e no
with yellow mums and long walls of segregation a r
hide
gold and purple streamers, were more, there is nothing to
busy seating visitors and behind .. . You live in a grand
and glorious time in a golden
friends.
age."
It was the day of the ded' .on
Students were reminded of
for the new gymnasium of Geet- responsibilties th a t go along
SC11001 which fronts
er
niassive.with keeping t he gymnasium
Shelby Drive with its
clean while using it
walls and pillars and stands asibrighl and
the purpose designed.
educeor
-f
a symbol of progressive
Platform guests were Wardie'
SEE ELEGANCE IN THE
tion. Visitors were lining the
Harvey, administrative asst.;
stage and the principal, T. J.
tin t, Albert Burford,
H
Elder
1966 CADILLAC
Toney was all aglow. The Alma
principal Whitehaven ElemenMater rang out, "Reared aON OUR SHOWROOM FLOOR
tary; Robert Naquin, principal
gainst a southern sky." and the
Raineshaven elementary; AlTODAY
dedication was on the way.
bert Rickets, representative
Wardie Harvey, administra- Shelby County Board Book Dotive assistant to Supt. George partment; Mrs. Johnnie Mae
Barnes of the Shelby County Peters, P.T.A. Council rcpre
Board of Education awarded the sentative, Mrs. Mavarick Tate;
key to the gymnasium to the Mrs. T. J. Toney, representing
principal Mr. T. J. Toney who Lakeview and wife of the host
graciously accepted it.
'principal; R. J. Roddy princiMr. Harvey added that "in apal of Woodstock; L. Holly,
very short time a 10-acre play principal of Weaver Elem.; and
ground. baseball and football Isaiah Goodrich principal o f
field still be added," this Ford Road school.
brounght loud applause f r o ni Also Mrs. Jean Sinclair, presithe students which numbered dent of the Ceder P.T.A.; Rev.
about one thousand.
'Greene, Mrs. Hockey, Mr. MalElder Blair T. Hunt, a mem-lox, representatives of Lakeview
1964's
ber of the Shelby County Board School, Mrs. Florence T a t e,

New Gymnasium Dedicated
For Geeter High School
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KEYS TO NEW GYMNASIUM — T. J. Toney, third from
right, principal of Geeter High school, is shown receiving
keys to the new gymnasium from Wardie Harvey, second
from left, during the recent dedication. Mr. Harvey is an
administrative assistant to George Barnes, superintendent
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are R.J. Roddy,
of Shelby County schools. Others, from left,
principal of Shelby County Training school at Woodstock;
the
Mrs. Jean Sinclair, Elder Blair T. Hunt, a member of
and
Shelby County Board of Education; Res. It. L. Jones
(Withers Photo)
Albert Rickets.

Our used Cadillacs
are priced to fit
any budget

Scholarships
Aid Penn
Big Expansion Program
Students

1
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you
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Approved At Knoxville

PHILADELPHIA — Five Negro students at the University
of Pennsylvania Law School KNOXVILLE — An expansion
board, tuition and fees will be
have received scholarships from
program at Knoxville college Increased by $100 for all stua special non-University fund
this year. Qualified Negro stu- was approved by the Board of dents, making it amount to $1,dents may apply for these Trustees at its campus meet- 175'a-year for students on camscholarships for the 1966-67 aca- ing Oct. 12-13 to include five pus and $550 for commuters.
new buildings, one addition and
demic year.
-74
a president's home. The board The board named the proposClarence Morris, professor participated in the dedication ed library "The Alumni Liof law at 'Pennsylvania and of two new dormitories, bringbrary" in recognition of alumchairman of the trustees of the ing the total to six built since
ni effort in making the threefund, said the "Scholarship 1959.
Fund of Faculty Members and President James A. Colston story brick structure are a reaFriends of the University of said that the board also approv- lity. The building is expected to
Pennsylvania Law School' was ed the largest operating budget cost around $600,000 and be
•
estabilshed in the spring of in the college's history and ready in the fall of 1966. The
old libeary is being razed to
1964 by private action, as a raised fees by $100 a year.
charitable trust to assist such Thenewgrange
physicsI make way for the new one.
Ion
qualified students.
plant development projects
Negro students who have a are:
college degree and qualify for I. Auditorium-Fine Arts buildND
OR02
HAIVZO
admission may seek assistance ing at about $500,000
STUDIOS
from the special fund. Profes- 2. Health and Physical EdumasAP•os,THINN.
sor Morris pointed out, how- cation building at about $500,.
ever, that "Assuming we have 000.
building.
the money and the admissions 3. Administration
faculty of.
committee passes the young 4. Classroom and
flee building.
man or woman, his or her fi5. Maintenance building and SALES•SERVICE•RENTALS
nancial needs will he evaluat- warehouses at around $50,000.
ed on the basis used to evaluate 6. Science building at around
Phone
escort, William Joseph Haynes; Queen Re- other applicants entitled to fi- $225,000.
QUEEN REGINA AND COURT • rdarmLarry Jones; and first nancial aid.
682-4637
escort
her
and
gina,
Bertrand's
to
re.
home
Father
President's
Riley,
7.
ing Queen Regina
alternate, Miss Catherine Ilemmingway
"The fund, however, is no placi present official campus
M. 1965 Homecoming Queen, is pictured with
482 S. Perkins Ext.
and her escort Samuel L. Hayes.
bound," he continued, "by the residence:
members of her Royal Court. From left
scholar.
room,
of
cost
the
restrict
fall
Next
policies
which
second alternate Miss Shirley Little, her
I ships to high ranking appll
cants, but can take into ac
count the special needs and
merits of Negro applicants t
the Law School."
Ile pointed out that some Ne
gro students who had to earn
part of their way might be
. diverted spending enough time
A
Oct. 28, 1798— Levi Coffin, on their studies if the special
Cincinnati Quaker and presi- scholarships did not exist.
S
dent" of the "Underground Railnumber of special scholMiss Regina Riley, daughter of The queen's Court includes
''road " was born. He died in The
"
15t im
arships granted during the
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Riley. Jr. Miss Catherine Hemingway,
by
year will de1412 Barksdale Cove, recently alternate. w a s escorted
— The Harrison coming academic
1776
21,
Oct.
at'
became Father Bertrand High Samuel L. Hayes, a juniorMiss,Street Baptist church, Peters- pend on the size of the fund
at the time.
school's Homecoming Queen and Father Bertrand; a n d
burg, Va., was organized.
"Miss Bertrand High of 1965." Shirley Little, second alternate, Oct. 29, 1937 — Henry Arm- The five Negro students who
escorted by William Joseph
Queen Regina is a senior at
featherweight have received assistance from
Haynes, r_sresident of the Senior strong won the
at the fund are:
Father Bertrand High School
and the Student Council. boxing title from P. Sarron
Class
Thomas
St.
the
of
New
David C. Coleman, in his
and a member
Miss Hemingway, daughter of Madison Square Garden,
Catholic churn.
second year at the Law School,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Ilemingway, York.
At her school, the 1985 Queen, 765 Eastmoreland, is a member Oct. 29, 1951 — 011ie Matson received a bachelor of arts dearticipates in the Glee Club, of the St. Thomas Church, the selected most valuable Pacific gree in political science from
he Band, and she represented Catholic Students Mission Cru- Coast senior and awarded the West Virginia State College in
it in WDIA's Quiz 'Em on the sade, the CYO, the Choir and Glern (Pop) Warner trophy.
1958. Coleman lives in Philabe- delphia, with his wife and two
Air.
she is vice-president of the Li- Oct. 30, 1826 — Levi Coffin
gan abolition movement against daughters.
Miss Riley is also a member brary Staff.
of the CYO and the choir at her Miss Little. daughter of Mr. slavery, in Newport, Ind,
Harold E. Davis. a 1957 ecoOhio
'church.
and Mrs. Charles Little, 758 S. Oct. 30, 1892 — Dayton,
major at LaSalle Colto nomics
pledge
students
school
high
a
also
memis
East,
of
1964, Parkway
lege, entered law school this
During the summer
copies of Paul Lawrence
buy
Church.
Thomas
St.
the
ber
humanities
of
the
she attended
year. He took graduate courses
2 Seminar at LeMoyne college. Some of her activities include, Dunbar's poems.
and was
Oct. 30, 1945 — Brooklyn Dod- at Clark University,
Last summer Miss Riley attend-the choir, secretary of the sengers sign Jackie Robinson for a special student at the Unied East High School, scoring an ior class and member of the
versity of Maryland where he
Montreal team.
also Social Committee.
I. "A" in trigonometry. She
Oct. 30, 1960 — Student lunch , taught three courses. He rePERFECT ATTENDANCE
took speed reading at the Uni' sides in Philadelphia, with his
She has received perfect at- counter sit-ins in South begun
versity of Tennessee.
'wife and four children.
in protest to segregation.
Queen Regina also debates tendance certificates for eleven
and has played softball for the straight years.
Miss Little has studied art at
• Hanley Park Team.
the Memphis Academy of Arts,
HER HOBBIES
14r.
She plans to study psychology and has played softball for WDP.
IA and Southside Park, receivand music in college.
Or
Included among the many ing the ASA Physical Fitness
things that Miss Bertrand High certificate.
of 1965 enjoy doing are, play- Queen Regina's escort w a s
the piano, reading, and eat- Larry Earl Jones, senior at
Father Bertrand.'
g exotic foods.

1903's
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Regina Riley Reigns j In Negro
History
As Queen Of Bertrand
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This time get
Cadillac distinction and luxury
below the cost of less desirable
new cars
We have SO late model cars to choose
from, All makes and models, bank finenc;no-36 months to pay,
COKE BY OR CALL

SOUTHERN MOTORS, INC.
READ4;0111E7E25 FOR THE WORLD'S FINEST CEEB
Factory•approved warranty amiable ONLY
front your Cadaloc docile%
341 UNION
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GET INTO
BUSINESS
FOR
YOURSELF.
BUILD A
PROFITABLE ROUTE
THAT WILL PAY YOU
CASH WEEKLY...

SELL THE MID-SOUTH'S
FASTEST GROWING WEEKLY...

•••

BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS

Minn. Business Unit To
Join Electronics Meet
P.

ST. PAUL, Minn. — The Min- neers, scientists, educators and
nesota Department of Businessi businessmen.
Development will participate Minnesota Gov. Karl F. Rol.
vaag, who was the principal
a this year for the first time as
Speaker at the conference In
: an exhibitor at the National
Electronics Conference at Chi- 1963, will come to Chicago on
cago's McCormick Place Oct. Tuesday, Oct. 26, to host a re
• 25 - 27, William B. Farrell, the ception at McCormick Place
state's commissioner of busi- where Minnesota representaness development has announ- tivea will meet with key personnel' In the fast-growing electroced.
of nics industry.
A substantial number
Minnesota electronics firms will According to Farrell, MinAwls() participate in the Conic- nesota's Twin Cities now holds
ore which is expected to draw third place among electronics
some 20,000 electronics engi- centers in the nation.
s.

TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES

IN A FEW HOURS YOU CAN BUILD A SMALL BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN...
START TODAY
Fill in order blank below or call Ray A. Wicks
Circulation Mgr. at 526-8397

Your name

FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED

CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE SUM 876
527-5508

•.

Address

Numbers of papers wanted

Phone number
Tenn.
Mail the above to the Tri-State Defender, Box 311, 236 South Wellington Street Memphis,
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Moise Tshombe
No sweeter tiding could have
fallen upon the ears of the native patriots and the true
friends of the Congo than the
summary dismissal of Moise
Tshombe from t h e Premiership of the central government at Leopoldville. It is neither exaggeration nor sentimental favoritism to say that
the evil days that befell the
former Belgium colony in the
initial stage of its independence were caused by Mr.
Tshombe's inordinate lust for
power at whatever cost.
While the jubilant Congolese
were celebrating, with understandable excess of unbounded
emotion, their day of liberation, Mr. Tshombe seceded
from the central government
a n d conferred upon himself
the title of President-Premier
of the Katanga Province, the
richest of the Congo provinces
and the backbone of the country's economy.
It was a stab in the back at
the very moment when the new
republic was going through the
spasm of self rule. He admitted participating in the cowardly assassination of Patrice Lumumba, Congo's first Prime
Minister and without a scintilla of a doubt the ablest and
most devoted natriot this African country will ever have. The
report by a special committee
of the United Nations that was
empowered to make an on the
spot investigation of the Lurnumba murder confirmed Mr.
Tshombe's complicity.

The UN almost lost its shirt
in the prolonged agonizing attempt to bring peace to t h e
Congo and uphold the right of
the constitutionally established government at Leopoldville
to administer and rule. The expenditures for maintaining a
UN peace force in the politically convulsive African state
were in excess of $100,000.000.
With France, Russia principally reneging on their peace force
commitments, the world organization faced the greatest crisis of its existence and would
have passed into oblivion like
its predecessor - the League of
Nations - had it not been able
to float a huge loan to salvage
itself out of a sea of financial
troubles. And Tshombe w a s
the bete noire at the bottom
of these multiple crises.
The Congo crisis for a while
harbored in its bosom the
germs of a large scale international conflict. It w a a because an overwhelming number of its member states realized that the UN was the only
moral force that could effectively interpose it a influence
between war and peace tha t
the organization succeeded in
its financial drive for survival. Surely no one with an
ounce of rationality in his
brain cells would be grieving
over Mr. Tshombe's political
disaster. He should have been
booted out long ago: in fact
his re-entry into the Congo
should have been interdicted
permanently.

Watts Still Explosive
After the tragic rioting last
August in the Watts area of
Los Angeles, the residents of
that community were led to believe that many of the social
and economic ills that had
brought despair and frustration
in their wake would be promptly
attacked. The framework for
remedial action was evolved.
Commissions and committees
established by federal, state
and local governments began to
examine the situation.
Even the churches, business
organizations and b i-r acial
groups interested in finding a
solution to the problems find
their efforts impeded by lack
of coordination and planning.
The result is a snail's pace approach. piece-meal solution to a
volatile situation ready for another explcdsion. The people are
impatient, and in many instances sullen. They think immediate measures to alleviate

their conditions should have
been instituted weeks ago.
A State Service Center established in Watts after the rioting managed to place only 13
of the 1,000 applicants w h o
flooded in the first week it was
open. The Watts community is
not convinced that things are
really going to change.
Incidents of violence are increasing in frequency but are
not given publicity by news
media in a laudable desire not
to trigger another holocaust.
Undoubtedly, there is need
for immediate vigorous response by the white leadership
to reverse the effect of massive unemployment. inferior
education, breakdown in discipline and social disintegration
that are the dismal and dangerous products of a century of
racial discrimination and segregated practices.

Langston
Hughes
Says
Jim Crow Even In Death
LAWERENCE WINTERS.
U.S. Negro baritone read a big
black headline over the obituary of the "leading baritone
of the Hamburg State Opera
Company" in a New York newspaper recently. This wording
did not disturb me because Mr.
Winters was American, he was
Negro, and he was a baritone.
I am not racially sensitive
as to ethnic designations when
no insult is intended. But some
of the musical friends of Winters in Harlem were perturbed
in that, since he was famous
for roles in such non-racial operas as "Turandot" and "Bluebeard's Castle" and an expert
at lieder, he should be specifically labled a Negro singer.
A fellow baritone of color in
New York said. "suppose Jan
Peerce of the Metronolitan Onera were to die. I'll bet the
headlines would not he JEWISH TENOR DIES. Or a a y,
Richard Tucker or Robert Merrill flossed away, it is hardly
likely their racial or religions
backlround would be headlinNeNd
'.
hen Judy Holiday died
some month's ago. the Papers
did not say "JEWISH ACTRESS DECEASED.
This set me to thinking that
do not recall seeing ethnic or
religious or gin s featured in
New York obituaries except in
regard to Negroes. When the
composer, Kurt Weill. died
some years ago. T remember
no headlines: JEWISH COMPOSER DECEASED. In the announcement of the death of the
singing commedian. Al Jolson,
some years ago, there were no
ethnic headlines RUSSIAN
COMIC DIES. although Jolson
was born in Russia of Jewish
parentage.
In the.case of the publisher
nfT ch
e New
w York.n,
Tin
meers.'
'
h Julpls
ius
read JEWISIT JOTTRNAI TST
DWS. concerning Walter namrosh. though he was not horn
in Arnorica but in Germany. at
death there was nn CEP'44 4N
CONDUCTOR PURIM. When
Margaret Sullivan died, no
headlines read IRISH ACTRESS MOURNED. Nor was
an ethnic designation employed when the former mayor of
New York. William O'Dwyer
passed on. IRISH POLITICIAN
rwrr Agrn w a a not nrinted
ova" hi. hion•ranhv
This Just lq nnf p
ltt
e.
fien:gennq
i n;
pori to any other
Negro Americans. If Sammy
Davis. Jr.. were to go to Glory.
although he is not Jewish, the
headline would probably still

be NEGRO STAR DIES. Why?
In the case of persons whose
life work is devoted to the problems of color, such as Dr. Martin Luther King's a racial headline at the time of death might
be quite proper. Writers like
the late Lorraine Hansberry,
famous for the play on the color problem, "Raisin In the Sun"
might well be termed a Negro
playwright, even though her
second play was about whites.
Richard Wright, w h o wrote
about nothing but Negroes,
was in death I think most accurately called a Negro novelist. But if that racial designation were applied to Frank
Yerby, whose best sellers are
entirely about white folks, it
would seem to me almost sacrilege. Although Yerby is not
white, his writing is. And no
Negro writer has made as much
money as he has, ever.
If or when I die, should it
happen, most of my work being
deeply concerned with the problems of black folks. I would
not object at all to a headline
saving. NEGRO WRITER PASSES ON — because if ever
there was a Negro writer, I am
one.
My best known fiction character. Simple, is as colored as
he can be. I am not only a Negro writer, but I am an old Negro writer. Some of the younger writers of color today do not
write racially at all, just as
some Jewish writers do not
write as Jews or about Jews
— and there is no reason why
either should. Each writer
must feel free to write as he
wishes — enthnically or not as
he chooses.
A colored beatnik playwright
living in Greenwich Village .today, married to a white partner, and writing plays for the
theatre of the absurd would
hardly enjoy being Tabled in an
obituary. NEGRO PLAYWRIGTIT. We have Young Ne-gro critics who strongly object
to Negro literature in the old
race problem or folk s en s e.
That is their right and privilege.
If in thie world they cannot
escape r a c e, in spite of their
raceless esthetics, may they,be
washed whiter than snow in
the next world where color will
not matter any how — I hope.
I do not think color, race or
religion mattered at all to the
late Lawerence Winters.
Find and foremost, he was
as artist. and a fine one — who
sang leading roles, according to
his obituary, not only in "Aida"
but in "The Dybbuk."

The New York Herald Tribune has been highlighting articles which reflect upon the
administration of IIARYOUACT. HARYOU is the giant anti-poverty program directed at
aiding the Harlem community.
Livingston Wingate, director, has expressed the opinion
that the TRIBUNE stories are
grossly unfair and are creating
impressions which are misleading.
There have been charges of
inefficiency and bad administration and an ugly fight is
brewing between Wingate and
Frank Stanley, Jr., former aide
to the Urban League's Whitney
Young. Stanley was suspended
from his job HARYOU. Wingate accuses him of removing
files from the HARYOU headluarters. Stanley says Wingate
.s attempting to create a scapegoat to caver up his own mismanagement.
As to the charges and
counter-charges, they are being
investigated by the District Attorney and Rep. Adam Clayton
Powell, often accused of seeking to dominate the agency, has
himself announced that his
House Labor and Education
Committee will investigate.
I feel that the anti-poverty
program has been and must
continue to be vitally important
to Harlem. You hear kids talking of the thrill of being able
to wear matching pants and
suits jackets for the first time
in their lives.
They delight in opening
their own bank accounts. They

have a sense of belonging. I
have a question about whether
some of the assignments were
wise; assignments which, in
some cases, might have given
them unrealistic ideas about
the kind of money you can earn
- but only if you are prepared.
I believe, however, that the
summer crash program of
HARYOU ACT and PROJECT
UPLIFT and Associated Community Teams were sound and
they helped the beginning of a
better Harlem.
The program must not be
jeopardized by bickering and •
politics. Nor must we come to
any conclusions about mismanagement or any other charge
until the reports are in from
the investigative bodies.
I was saddened at what I
felt to be a mis-use of youngsters who turned out to picket
the HERALD TRIBUNE. Officials have told my writing
and research staff that these
youngsters picketed on their
own. I hope that is true. I felt
it was tragic if our youngsters
were being manipulated into
making threats that there
would be dire trouble if Wingate, for any reason, had to go.
These are troubled times
and we need big men who will
work for our youth without
placing
personal
ambitions
ahead of genuine dedication.
Unlike the situation was some
years back, with the Brooklyn
Dodgers - the problems of our
youngsters and our community
cannot wait until next year.
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Only
In
America
By HARRY GOLDEN

Mysteries Of Money
The b i g corporation presidents are not at all shy about
revealing how they save money. They'll tell anyone h o w
they cut their children's hair,
wash their own socks, or save
Christmas wrappings.
Big deal!
I have lived 62 years and I
have found out in this time the
only way to save money is to
deprive yourself and washing
your own socks is hardly a deprivation.
If a man makes a straight
salary of $7,500 a year, he will
probably clear between $5,000
and $6,000 after taxes. It will
probably cost him just that to
live. He might save $200, but
the chances are that his wife
will want to go to St. Louis
for a wedding which will eat
up that savings exactly.
If a man makes $100,000 II
year, he will probably clear $60,
000. He will have to have a
much larger house than one he
lived in when he made $7.500;
the company expects it of him.
And, of course, there's the vacation; he must have that to
relax.
Certainly it's cheaper to buy
a house in the virgin Islands
than to stay at the Caribe I/0ton which costs A65 a day. Ile
can wash his socks all he wants.
He's deluding himself if he
thinks that's saving money.
The bank clerk going to
night school will save proportionately more money for his tuition than the business executhe who shaves his kids head
once a month. The bank clerk
wants to become an accountant
and the business executive
wants to establish who's boss
at home.
As a matter of fact. even
the most intelligent of men find
it all too easy to spend more a
year than they make. Out of
35 American Presidents only

one saved any money in the
White House. That was Harry
Truman.
Probably that's because Vice
Presidents don't expect to succeed to the big job.
Franklin D. Roosevelt was appalled to find he was spending
capital when he became President and that is one of the
reasons he urged Mrs. Roosevelt to write her column "My
Day",
remember a deadbeat I
had for a friend. We were
young men and if we went to
the movies, I treated him. If
we bought a for 2c plain my
money bought it. This fellow
was very careful. Every time
he mooched a free meal, he put
his money aside. By the time he
was 30, he had amassed a comfortable sum, all of which he
invested in the stock market.
He was a saver, all right.
Except the stocks he bought
didn't go up. they went down in
October, 1929. Not only was he
broke, he couldn't borrow
money because he'd exhausted
everyone's patience. He really
had to wash his own socks.
I once knew a Wall street
speculator who gambled on
thousands of shares of stock
everyday. On many occasione
a single quotation on the stock
ticketmeant thousands dollars
one way or the other for this
fellow.
In those days New York
City had two types of taxicabs.
A red deck meant a higher
rate than a white clock. This
man, who gambled thousands
of dollars a day, used to stand
on the corner, often in the rain
shaking his head, no. to taxicab after taxicab until the taxi
with the lower rate came along.
The difference in cost to him
was not more than 60e, but
such are the mysteries of
money.
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4 School Girls Get Reformatory Terms Hamilton

High School

During a scuffle which fol- girls were later released with- Malone had been captain of the
lowed. she said her dress was out bond to their mother, Mrs. team last year, and her sister
the team leader the two preoff the sidewalk.
CLASS OFFICERS
torn and she was thrown into Juanita Malone.
''When she did that,' Miss the squad car. She said that Mrs. llarper swore out a vious years. She had won an
Members of the senior class
my
Malone explained, "I threw
her sister, Blanche was cry- warrant for the arrest of Mr. All-Star award.
elected officers recently, and
books down and hit her."
ing, and the officer went after McCool, but it was sometime The girls said five Negro the president of the class is
boys
She said that four white
her and told her to keep quiet, before the chief of police, students had attempted to join Michael Lewis.
and a Theodore McCool, owner and when she did not not he Preston Shankle. would sign it. the basketball train at Byars Other officers are Edna Barof the supermarket rushed out slapped her and tossed her An attempt to have a war- Hall, but that the coach had nes, vice president; Rubye
and while the boys attacked and tossed her in the car with rant issued for the arrest of said that he could use only Smith, secretary; Shirley Asher, the grocer knocked Ave her sister.
Miss Beasley was refused on girls whose names he would kew, assistant secretary; CaroHarper down and then sent her
the grounds that she was a mi- call, and none called was a Ne- lyn Quinn, treasurer; Willa
After
getting
them
to
jail,
pumpkins
of
Boyd, chaplain, Melvin Holmes.
sprawling in a pile
nor, and that the matter would gro.
she said the officer attempted
business manager; Archie Wil- •
piled on the sidewalk.
be settled in court.
Atty. I. II. Murphy of Mem- liams, parliamentarian,
to put them in a cell, and they When the
and
The police arrived a short
girls returned to
represented the defen- Barbara Lewis and Donald Howhile later, Miss Malone said, replied that the Beasley girl school the following day with phis
and
in Juvenile Court,
gan.
and the officer told her to get had not been arrested, and that Mrs. Malone, they were told dants
sentence would be THOUGHT
FOR
WEEK:
in the squad car, but she re- they were not going into one. they had been suspended and he said the
CirCounty
appealed to Tipton
"Keep your eye on your goal,
fused. When the policeman, GIRLS RELEASED
could return after the matter
the
and not on
obstacles."
later identified as E. 0. Wise- Mrs. Freddie Harper was had been settled in the court. cuit Court.
man, Jr., tried to put handcuffs called by her daughter, Ave, WILL APPEAL
on her, she said she resisted. and she and Rev. J. Edward Both of the Malone girls
Smith, a field director of have been captain of their basHIT OFFICER
"He pushed me," she said, CORE, went to the store and ketball teams at the all-Negro
"and I hit him."
then to city ball, where the Frazier High school. Blanche
Continued From Page 1
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Gilbey's famous frosty bottle pours
a martini as crisp as a cold snap

11-
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FUTURE STEWARDESSES — Seen boarding an American Airlines Electra last week
for a flight to Dallas and the airlines'
school for stewardesses are Misses Paula
Sharp and Eleanor Faye Williams. Miss

Williams was recently seen in the Front
St. Theatre production of "The King and I.
She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Williams. Her father is in the real estate
business. (Withers Photo)
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SENTENCED FOR FIGHT — a fight with a white class Who were involved in the fight.
Miss Carolyn Malone, 16-year• mate, who was said to have All four were sentenced to inold student at Byars Hall school objected to the girls walking definite terms in the vocationin Covington, and Miss Anal school for girls in Nashnette Harper, display a dressl beside her. Also in photo are ville.
when an officer at- Misses Ave Harper and (See Story on Page 1) — MLR
torn
tempted to arrest her following Blanche Malone, extreme right, Photo)

HOODS OR HOODS?

READY

Fit Single Windows
To 40" Wide 84" Long

srs

Trenton News

•

Charm Instructni
Wit) Stylist

•

Miss H. Al•sonder
Mak••Up Artist

Fit Windows to 96" Wide
*Ir. and Mrs. Fred Jackson
84" Lon
and daughter of Akron, Ohio,
visited in the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie D.
$1695
Jordan, last week.
The Jackson and Jordan famANTIQUE SATIN, BOUCLES,
ilies, along with their sister-inJACQUARDS, PRINTS
law, Mrs. R. J. Bailey, visited
SEE THESE EXCEPTIONAL VALUES
the McClellen and Hill families
on Sunday.
Mrs. Ca -sie Lanier visited her
grandmother and step grandPlain ond Print Petterns
father, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. McButton •nd Plain Styles
Cellan.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman BuEACH
chanan visited in the home
1
sofa,
Clill1014
of relatives Sunday.
! or s
Throe For $2.75
By ROSE'MARIE BROOKS
Cushion Clair. Plain and
Hubert Anderson was here
Print Fabric.. Samples.
his
Ind.,
visit
from
to
Gary,
(HUAC)
The House Un-American Activities committee
Shown in the Hanna-Cordconvened this week to hold hearings on the Ku Klux Klan; and brother, R. J. Anderson.
ed Seams, Snap Fasteners.
on
has
Hill
been
Rosemary
Cat and Fit in the Home.
with its usual ineptitude produced no startling information.
list.
sick
the
In fact, the first day of the hearings directed by Louisiana
Washable, Heavy Geug• PlasJames
PeStenson
of
Mrs.
Democrat Edwin E. Willis made Robert Shelton, imperial wiz- oria, Ill., spent the weekend
OPEN A BUDGET AC- tic Laminated over Metal.
TO
TERMS
ard of the KKK more of a hero to his men and women mem- with her father, and stepmother.
ON
8:4.Wag:,tt,d,
Tirt..0
COUNT
S995
SUIT YOUR CONVENIbers than ever. Shelton protected his constitutional rights many Mr. and Mrs. L. C. McClellan.
Mr% ood
Tone.
ENCE.
times, using amendments 5, 1, 4, and 14 to the U. S. ConstituMr. and Mrs. Mack Milan,
SPH. 111.
tion.
Sr., are the parents of a new
Rep. Willis has indicated he has over 200 witnesses. This baby girl.
CUSTOM TAILORED DRAPERIES &
suspected
is
it
Mr. and Mrs. F. Buchanan
could carry the hearing into Thanksgiving;
COVERS — DECORATOR SHADES
SLIP
comhis
and
of Dyer, Tenn., worshiped with
after 14 days of free publicity for the Klan, Willis
BLINDS—TERMS ARRANGED
VENETIAN
hearings
the members of Spring Hill remittee will go home to turkeys and constituents. The
cently.
TO FIT YOUR BUDGET — FREE
could resume in the next session.
On the sick list are Guy
ESTIMATES WITHOUT OBLIGATION
Expected to be the only positive result of the trial are tax
prosecutions against Robert Shelton of Tuscaloosa, Ala., Im- Fields, J. C. Powell and Mrs.
Millie Doaks.
perial Wizard of the United Klans of America, Inc., and James
R. Jones of Granite Quarry, N. C., grand dragon of the Klan s
North Carolina branch.
Subcommittee officials revealed that Jones did not file a
The Newsy quality in an upcorporation income tax return last year although he kept some
right vacuum cleaner lies in its
824,000 Klan money in three different bank accounts.
weight. One manufacturer has
HUAC, which has managed in its career to stir up more
216
come up with one that weighs
investito
committee
ideal
the
really
not
is
dust than results,
only nine pounds, about half the
His
diligent.
is
Louisiana
from
Willis
gate Klan activities. But
weight of other units.
main objective is not the investigation of the KKK but it is felt
investigate
to
committee
he is laying the groundwork for his
other organizations beginning no doubt with the civil rights
organizations, the peace groups, and all others attacking the
status quo in the U. S.
At the outset, the Negro congressmen were against HUAC,
and rightly so. Few thinking Amelicans will forget their role
during the McCarthy witch-hunt era.
However, the greatest and perhaps the only service HUAC
can perform is to recommend legislation which must be an
outgrowth of an investigation which has produced evidence
New Home Builder
showing criminality in the ranks of the Klans.
As an example, should IlUAC prove beyond a doubt the
Remad•ling
KKK planned the bombings on churches, which resulted in the
recommend
then
Additions
loss of life and limb, the committee could
legislation to correct this.
Interior
Once legislation has been suggested, the Judiciary ComExterior
mittee would then take over.
This introduces an important question: Why did the JoDrives
Concrete
diciary Committee not assume responsibility for the investigation in the first place?
to 20 Years to Pay
No one has the answer, but in a city nicknamed "LBJ'S
no
were
There
quiet.
be
to
chose
executive
chief
World" the
Conventional & F.H.A. Financing
tears in his voice and no calls asking Judiciary to take the inLowest Rate Of Interest
vestigation.
In fact, there was only silence from the White House.
By a curious coincidence even the HUAC hearings were
designated for the end of the first session of the 89th Congress
just as was home rule for D. C., the repeal of 14 (B), and the
sugar lobby business.
In a session that is later than most peace time sessions,
having produced 71 pieces of legislation not including appro.
priation bilis, it is important to note what the Chief Executive
.0:PAINTING
scheduled for the end.
There is even a hint that the Morrisey nomination could
N'-RV STING
be held up for the next session.
imKKK
two
the
did
on
produce
hearings
of
The first day
LIFETIME BAKED ON
portant bits of information for public consumption, the 381
7 ENAMEL
the
and
information
"surprising"
cover names for Klaverns
that "enlightened" North Carolina has 112 Klaverns, more
than Mississippi.
The later information surprised many whites, but not many.'
DOUBLE CARPORT
Any perceptive Negro knows that hate groups increase in direct
proportion to the elimination of legal barriers for the Negro.
Well also fend up to SI 500 with repairs to pay up small bills. elk
Perhaps this is no more surprising than to learn that the
CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE
Army loses 48 per cent of its men from the South due to mental
Mr. .4(400 Chrlithis
Mr. Eug•n• Hunter
disturbances!
income
for
are
jailed
Jones
tax
and
Hopefully, if Shelton
evasion, the South may lose these hooded gentlemen, too.

The Klan Looks
Bad — But Klings
To Dark Secrets

SLIP COVER

Like Krooks, Klansmen Krawl
To 5th Amendment Shelter

"
$59

SOFA PILLOWS

97c

FOLDING
DOORS

WILLIAMS

What's New?

S. Pauline

Tel. 276-4431

946-5734

and Porches

1

Charm and Modeling Courses taught every
Saturday morning from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 and
every Monday night from 6:00 p.m. to. 10:00 p.m.
Teenagers and Adults of all ages invited.

lArs R. S.

Pr.

ALBERGENE CONSTRUCTION AND
ROOFING CO.

Ladies Ready To Wear
Hats, Wigs
and Accessories.
Mrs. B J. Bullard

H.4NG

Traverse Drapes

222 West Brooks Rd. •

Frisition Coordinator
Chant, Instructor

TO

pson
M.. s Deb,
Teenage Cosvelinntor

Refreshments Will Be Served For
The Grand Opening

The ALL WEATHER ALUMINUM CAR PORCH

4
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Civil
Rights
Roundup

; RECOMMENDS THAT YOU ATTEND
SOME CHURCH EACH SUNDAY

BETTER SCHOOLS ARREST
BOGALUSA, La. — (NPI) —
Some 55 Negroes were arre .•
ed in connection with continuing boycott-march on school
board offices to demand better
books and facilities.
Of those arrested, 11 were
members of the Bogalusa Civic and Voters league, which
has spearheaded local civil
rights activity.
SACK JAIL
HUNTSVILLE, Tex. — (NPI)
—Sheets were ripped, mattresses torn, screens and windows
knocked out in the local jail
by 34 demonstrators who
been jailed overnight for
lawful assembly and creating
a disturbance in Walker Conn.
ty Judge Amos Gates' court.

9

33'

HAMBURGER 3 Lbs. or Over Per Lb.
Gold Inn
PINEAPPLE JUICE
Oz. Pan
Velveeta
2
Lb.
Box
CHEESE

QUEEN OF MELROSE — Miss Sandra Ilamilton was
crowned "Miss Melrose High School" during a coronation
celebration presented in the school auditorium on Wednesday night, Oct. 20, and here she is seen on her throne, surrounded by her subjects. From left are Lynn Cox, senior

and co-captain of football team; Chester Johnson, a page;
Gwendolyn Williams, Michelle Clay, Anthony Tunstall, a
page, and Dolphus Jones, captain of the football team.
(Withers Photo>

Yellow
SQUASH

10$
Per Lb.

10

tors, charged with unlawful assembly at a school, when the
disturbance broke out.

( hi

ATLANTA — (NPI) — Principal target of criticism of the
current school desegregation
policies of the U.S. Office of
Education is that portion which
allows Southern school districts to comply with the 1964
Civil Rights act by giving Negroes "freedom of choice" in selecting schools.
Critics are arguing that Ali
a policy places the burden
school desegregation upon Negroes, exposing them to widespread economic reprisals and .
threats of violence.

Space Flight
Delayed For
Month Or So

9

Piehr

The jurist was hearing the

cases of six of the demonstra•

HIT FREEDOM OF CHOICE

25

Fresh
EGG PLANT

•

CAPE KENNEDY — Undaunted astronauts and their
army of supporting technicians
were making plans late Monday for the Gemini 7 space
probe—probably on Dec. 8, but
possibly as early as late November.
The Gemini 6 space shot
out.
It was cancelled Mon.
morning after failure of an unmanned Atlas - Agena rocket
which spacemen had planned
Miller.
On
Emma
Funches,
Ramelle
Sandridge
and
Taihia
to chase into orbit, catch and
NATIONAL FOUNDATION CONTESTANTS — Working to
center row, same order, are Misses Yvonne Johnson, Linda hold.
raise funds for the Memphis and Shelby County chapter
The Agena, whose role was
Word and Helen Jean Goodman. On back row are Misses
of the National Foundation are these eight young women,
Maria Milan and Barbara Hall. Not on photo, but compet- to serve as target to a separatealong with six others not shown. The top five girls raising
ing in contest, are misses Brenda Knox, Celestine Knox, ly launched Gemini 6 spacethe highest amount of money over $100 will receive an all.
craft, rose smoothly in what
Jean Morrow, Karen Green, Kizzie Cochran and Martha
expenses paid trip to Chicago and be crowned "March of
looked - at first like a perfect
C. Watkins. (Withers Photo)
Dimes" princesses. On bottom row, from left, are Misses
launch. It soared from the
pad just seconds after the 11
a.m. (EST) liftoff time.
Astronauts Walter M. Schirra and Thomas Stafford had
which
Children's
hospital,
of
sponsored
by
The
five
girls raising the
Fourteen young women be- in a contest being
been scheduled to leap in purtween the ages of 14 and 18 the Memphis and Shelby Coun- highest amount of money over Dr. James Hughes is director. suit 101 minutes later aboard
are seeking the titles of ty chapter of the National $100 will receive the title of John Nellis is executive direc- the Gemini 6 capsule.
tor of the local National Foun- But at a critical moment en"March of Dimes" princesses Foundation.
princesses, and will receive
dation chapter.
gineers lost contact with Ade• three-day educational trip to
na's main radio transmitter and
Chicago during the Christmas THE CONTESTANTS
there was no way of determinholiday.
The contestants are Misses ing whether its engine fired as
Among the places they will Barbara Hall, Maria Milan planned to kick it into orbit,
visit while there are the Plan- and Linda Ward, Father Ber- and no way to track it Ilk
etarium, the Arts and Sciences trand High school; kizzie M. downrange stations.
museum, and other places of Cochran, Bobo Beauty college; Officials had realized that
Emma Miller, Owen college; the Gemini 6 mission was the
educational interest.
Martha C. Watkins, Hamilton most complicated ever attemptThe current drive is for the schodl, and Taihai Funches, St. ed. They had realized it might
benefit of the- Birth Defect Anthony Catholic school.
More guests prefer V.O.
well fail. But they also stated
Center of the Frank Tobey
than any other brand
Also Misses Helen Jean that it would not appreciably
Goodman, Brenda Knox and set back the overall manned
cif imported whisky.
Celestine K n o x, Manassas space flight program.
other
It does what no
High school; Ramelle Sand- Scientists were expected to
Usher Board, Deaconess,
Mother of Church,
ridge, Memphis State univer- remove the Gemini 6 capsule
one can—defines
Nurses, Missionary,
sity; Karen Greer, White Sta- from atop the Titan 2 booster
smooth once and for all.
Prayer Band
tion High school; Jean Morrow, and replace it with Gemini 7
Nylon, Dacron, Cotton,
Light? Ofcourse.
Booker
Washington
High spacecraft and a scheduled
Poplin, Sixes 5 to 52
school, and Yvonne Johnson, a record 14-day orbital voyage
Long,Short and
Seagram's
graduate of Washington.
by astronauts Frank Borman
VADGIS TOR USHERS
Canadian
and James Lovell.
AND ORGANIZATIONS
The contest will end on Sun- The Gemini 7 flight is now
lowest Pri,es Available
day, Dec. 12.
set for Dec. 8, but informed
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG #7
William T. Fort is Spec- sources said there was a chance
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS ialMrs.
Events chairman, and Mrs. the launching could be attempt701 VI St.,11.f.
65 Whitehall St., LW.
Washington 2, D.C.
Atlanta 3, GiDergla
L. Q. Alexander, chairman of ed by late November since the
the contest.
booster already is in placemi

•

14 Girls Compete In March OfDimes Drive
Have you noticed that
the Smooth Canadian gets
to the best parties?

UNIFORMS
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WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK IN MEMPHIS
ON FRUIT CAKE INGREDIENTS
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Third
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COUPON

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

FREE SPRAY JET WAX

3511 Pork at Highland

•No Coupons
•No Slumps!
•No Forced
Purchases.

4
0
II

1378 Hollywood at
Chelsea
4321 Summer Ave.
3362 Summer at
Notional
1578 Lamar Ave.

REGAL
ATLANTIC THRIFT

SELF SERVICE
4
CAR WASH
0
2500 LAMAR

Give Coupon to Attendant
GOOD FOR ONE FREE JET WAX
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Boy. Scouts Hold Camporee In Wm. Foote Park
poi

RREST

(NP1) —
e arrestcontinua school
ad better

11 were
luso Civwhich
tal civil

— (NP!)
mattresswindows
:ocal jail
who
f
creating
er Councourt.

Ting the
tmonstraiwful asvhen the

CAMPOREE CAMP SITE — The William Foote Homes park
was the site of a recent camporee for Boy Scout troops from

',MEEK TROOP — Standing at attention, Troop

the inner city area.

140 of

Fowler Homes, is ready for inspection.

2HOICE

— Prin.
m of the
gregation
Dffice of
on which
ool disthe 1961
lying Ne.te" in Se'

hat sink
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ipon Nieto wideisals and
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Scoutmaster
TROPHY AWARDED —
James E. Murrell of Troop 176, LeMoyne

Gardens, presents third
senior patrol leader.

/-*
place trophy

to

SECOND PLACE — Eugene Hagler, a
neighborhood commissioner, presents second

place trophy to senior patrol of Troop RC,
Metropolitan Baptist church

KNOT TYING — A young scout, skilled In tying knot, demonstrates art to other boys.

—
nd their
chnicians
ate Mon7 space
C. 8, but
Novem.

e shot is.

Mona
if an una rocket
planned
atch and
role was
separate6 space.
in what
s perfect
rom the
r the it
,1. Schirford had
p in purr aboard

vialt

FIRST PLACE TROPHY — Ernest Abrom, trophy to winning patrol, Troop 140 of
Joseph Fowler Homes
district vice chairman, presents first place

log.

AXEMANSHIP — One of the skills demonstrated was axemanship. Scout is seen

splitting

SCOUT TEACHER — An explorer scout

teaches compass and pacing to other boys.

WHAT TO 1.00K FOR — An explorer scout of Troop 176
tell others what signs to look for on trail.

stient envith Age.
sitter and
determinfired as
Ito orbit,

;it
.
zed that
was the
attemptit might
so stated
preciably
manned
rected to
capsule
2 booster
Gemini 7
schedules!
I voyage
Borman
t is now
informed
a chance
attempt.
since the
placeaak

TENT PITCHING — An explorer scout of
Troop 195 teaches other boys how to pitch

tent.

CHOWTIME — Boysscouts prepared their own food
campsite. Yougsters here are roasting weiners.

at

ir

=IMP

4
0

MN,

STANDING AT EASE — Boy Scouts of the
LaMoyne Garden troop wait their turn at

inspection.

YOUNG SPECTATOR — Boiling water attracted the attention of this young lad to the scout camp

READY I SIR INSPECTION — Troop 102
of Metropolitan Baptist church line up for

inspet
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member Annie Belle Saunders was expecting Sir Stork
Casuals enjoying the bridge party which carried out a club
now. so you see that was a lot of "baby talk," at that
day
any
Beauchamp,
Addie
Ruth
Mesdames
Halloween motiff were
meeting.
prize
and
second
prize
first
won
who
Owen, Grace Young,
Guests were June Latting and Dora King.
winner Margaret Rivers.
Mrs. Zella Adams chose the Royal Arms to entertain the
&Az-Us playing and winning prizes were Mesdames
Uni Amis Bridge Club Saturday night. Goblins and witches
Frances Hayes, first prize winner and helping to keep it in
Rachael Car- served as decorations for the pre-Halloween meeting.
the family was Helen Hayes, capturing second,
Beautiful floral sheets, pillow cases, finger tip towels all
ter, Betty Bland and Althea Price.
rem- in the linen department were the gifts.
Guests listening to the Hawaiian melodies which were
Winning club prizes were Mesdames and Miss Christine
the past
iniscent of the Sugarmons trip to the islands during
Outlaw, Robinson, Cora Smith, Martha Flowers. Guest winners were
summer were Mesdames Augusta Cash, Walterine
Gilliam, Mesdames Freddie Bell and Ophelia Van Pelt.
By
Jewel Hulbert, Leath Jones, Constance Walker, Leola
Members enjoying the good friendship as well as bridge
Ladye Mae
Bright,
Maude
Sodden,
Doris
prize.
first
who won
oere Mesdames Grace Brown, OtheIla Shannon, Helen Houswinsecond
prize
Davis,
Harriett
and
Thornton
NilIs, Kathryn
ERMA LAWS
ton, Savannah Mays and guests Mesdames Minnie Davis and
ner, and Miss Rosa Robinson.
Hattie Smith.
the
entertain
to
night
Harris'
Friday night was Thelma
It was off to the wild blue yonder for pretty Eleanor Faye
SUNSHINE — Those who bring sunshine to the lives of Four Suiters and that's exactly what she did at Mrs. Cain's.
when she winged away Saturday to Texas where
Williams
winners
and
prizes
bridge
others cannot keep it from themselves. James M. Barrie.
She chose beautiful jewelry as her
to become an American Airline Stewardess in Ft.
train
she'll
Walker.
Gertrude
and
A ray of that sunshine came to Elene and UtiIlus Phillips were Celia Chapman, Gloria Howard
Dallas.
and
Worth
just
for
counters
calorie
Other members forgetting the
October 19, when Sir Stork delivered them their second son,
A talented young lady with a lot to offer, Eleanor Faye,
seafood dish and other
Arthur Thomas Phillips at E. H. Crump hospital. Proud Ot his one night and indulging in the delicious
Front Street TheaJewel Bethel, who drove just finished the last show in the cast of the
McGraw,
Charlene
Little
at
were
grader
first
a
who's
Bobby
delectables
is
brother"
status as "big
upon
Lois Hargraves, Ben- tre's production of "The King and I," before embarking
Johnson,
Tom
Emma
day
the
for
Covington,
itching
just
is
who
from
end
School
In
Flower Catholic
this new endeavor for which we commend her and wish her
Johnson.
Bertha
and
Holt
Alma
together.
Williams,
playing
and
romping
nie Gary
when the two of them will be
,
well.
Davis.
Guests were Ruby Jackson and Almazine
Maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Taylor W7
She's the daughter of Mrs. Bernice Williams and Jesse
and this time
again
Cain't
rs.
M
at
was
it
night
Saturday
and the paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Utillus PhilRosa as hostess. Williams.
it was the Devoue Bridge Club with Estalyn
lips, Sr.
It was that old college spirit which inspired many to go
prize winners
And she chose cosmetics as prize for miladies,
Gwen and J. C. Walton's baby son, Arthur Conley Walton,
big game Saturday in Nashville between Tennessee
the
to
Ward.
Louise
and
Bartholomew,
Sallie
who made his arrival September 2, was baptized Sunday by were Leola Gilliam,
Florida A & M Universities. And then for some it
and
State
and
season
holiday
Christmas
Talking about the coming
Father Theodore Weiser, at St. Thomas Catholic Church.
chance to see the two famous bands in action.
good
a
memwas
club
were
rice
of
beds
ala king on
Godparents are Joyce and Lloyd Weddington. Witnessing enjoying the chicken
all roads led to Nashville Saturday and among
rate
any
At
Edith
Jamison,
Ida
Simon,
Hancock, Elizabeth
the auspicious occasion were Arthur's sister, Enid, his aunt, bers Victoria
the many who went were Carolyn and Fred Garner, Grady
Sodden.
Doris
guest
and
Thornton
Grace Conley, Helen Cooke and her son Lonnie.
and this time Terrell, Wayne Hill, Odell Kirmon, George Cox, Longino Cooke,
Saturday night it was at Ms. Cain't again
Horne, Haloe RobinAlma Booth (Mrs. Phillips) was hostess to the Links Frias hostess. Vying for and Dr. Theron Northcross, Dr. Arthur Earl
Patterson
Merle
with
and
Cain's
day night at Mrs. Cain's and they were a busy discussing
were Elizabeth son, James Robinson, Neet and Dr. Ike Watson, Vivian and
prizes
as
given
was
which
jewelry
the
plans for their play which the Memphis State players will pre- winning
Thomas Willis, Doris and James Wright, Lew Williams, and
Olive.
sent for them Tuesday December 7, at the Memphis State Au- Lewis and Rita
present and Pauline Allen and Helen Shelby.
birthday
a
with
gifted
was
Pinkston
Joyce
ditorium. The play which was written by the French author,
Still others were Augusta Cash, Lillian Campbell, Harriett
and Ethel Bell were the other members
Moliere, is entitled, "School for Wives." Sounds intriguing, eh? Bernice Williams
other and Maceo Walker and their Candy and we hear ts.11 that the
the
were
Bell
Ethel
and
Williams
And on the same night, last Friday. I mean, Mrs. R. B. present and Bernice
chartered a bus for the occasion.
who were all happily talking about the ar- Lakeviewers
(Lessye) Sugarmon was hostess in a dual role, to the Sutz-Us members present
the week-end from Little Rock was Mrs. Marover
town
another
In
that
and
baby
Phillips'
rival of club member Elehe
and the Casuals at her Walker Avenue home.

Merry
Go - Round

1

garet Spearman who was visiting her brother and sister in
law, °destine and James Herndon out ir. Evergeen Gardens.
Naturally she divided herself with her sister and family,
Eddie Mai and Robert Ratcliffe and Roberta on Worthington
Circle too.
Mrs. Helen Thompson Jones from Chicago is here visiting her uncle, Harry Hayes, who recently lost his wife, Mrs.
Annie Hayes.
And Lewis McNeely was here recently from Chicago visiting his mother, Mrs. Willie A. McNeely on Thomas, his sister, Mrs. Helen Hooks on Huron and his brother, Jimmy Me1111,
Neely on Ragan.
Put a red circle around the date November 5th on your
calendar and don't forget to attend the AKA's Discotheque at
Curries Club Tropicana. Remember you don't have to be
present to win the U.S. Savings Bond and that the proceeds
will benefit the sorority's scholarship fund.
Another important date to remember is November 19, which
is being called "Equal Opportunity Day" by the Urban League
and that's the date for their dinner at the Peabody where
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Jr., will be the speaker.
Kathryn Thomas and Lucille Fultz were chaperones for
Manassas students when they saw La Scala's LaBoheme at
the Warner.
Gracing the cover of the current issue of the Oracle, the
Omega's magazine is Judge Ben L. Hooks and on the back
of the magazine with a group of other Omegas at Lincoln university is Ernest Bell, a student at Lincoln and nephew of Miss
Mattie Bell and Mrs. Marie Adams on Boyd.
There were several other Memphis Omegas in that issue
of the Oracle and they were H. A. Gilliam, who was named
president of the National Insurance Association when they met am
in New York City, Willard Bell, who was named the "Most rr
Outstanding Jaycee of the Year" and Lawrence and Cecelia
Westley in Washington, D. C. where he attended a District
Representatives Workshop.
Jack and Jills, Inc. headed by Mesdames Ann Weathers,
Mary Braswell Katherine Simmons and Lena Fouche is extending an invitation to children to attend a "Goblins and
Witches Party," Saturday October 31, at the Abe Scharff Branch
YMCA starting at three o'clock in the afternoon.

Miss Lillian Fisher
Plans For Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Fisher,rmember of the Manassas High
Jr., of 1887 Freemont avenue'school faculty and teaches
announce the engagement of history. Her social affiliations
their daughter, Miss Lillian Va- include membership in the Beta
lirea Fisher, to Allen James Epsilon Omega chapter of
Hammond.
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorcrity and
Miss Fisher was gaduated he Les Uniques social club.
from Hamilton High School and
Mr. Hammond is the son of
Lincoln university at Jefferson
Mr. and Mrs. Judge Hammond
City, Mo.
Manassas. He is a graWhile there she became a of 274
duate of Booker T. Washington t
member of Alpha Kappa Alpha
High school and LeMoyne col- ,
sorority and served as anti-where he was active in basileus of the Lincoln univer- ege,
and Biology
sity chapter, was president of the Student Council
club.
the Senior Women's Doromitory ; sweetheart of the Alpha He served for two years in the
Psi chapter of Kappa Alpha Armed Forces and was stationPsi fraternity for two years, ed in Washington, D.C. He is
. presently a member of the
and an attendant to "Miss Lin:
coln" during her junior and faculty of Booker T. Washington High school and teaches ,
senior years.
She is the granddaughter of in the National Defense Cadet .
Louis Thomas, Sr., and the late Corps.
Mrs. Corrine Thomas Watts, The wedding will take place in
and the late Mr. and Mrs. Gil- late November at the Centenary
Methodist church, with vows to
bert Fisher, Sr.
be exchanged before the pastor,
TEACHES HISTORY
Miss Fisher is presently a the Rev. James M. Lawson.
Miss Lenetta BarGaits, U.S. Marine Corps, best man, and
from left,
nett and Miss Mae Ree Nesbit. On rear row,
Gooch
Burt
Works,
Tidus
Dumas,
Rev.
Denton,
are Charlie
Mischelle
and Malcolm Watkins. The flower girl is Marie
Heard CorpJones. The bride is the daughter of Mrs. Carrie
Mrs. Cordie
rul of 32 E. Trigg. The groom is the son of
(Withers Photo)
Bearden of 424 Jenson Rd.

BRYANT-BEARDEN WEDDING — Miss Dorothy Bryant
became the bride of Private Tolbert Bearden, U.S. Army in
a ceremony held at Mt. Paran Baptist church on Monday,
Oct. 11, with the pastor, Rev. B. T. Dumas, officiating.
Seen here with the bridal party, from left. are Misses Rebecca Porter, Betty Turner, Anita Louis, Mrs. Tolbert
Beaden and Mr. Bearden, the bride and groom; Cartrell

Hail New Soprano

NEW YORK —(UPI) — Feli- not dazzling, voice.
MISS LILLIAX FISHER
cia Weathers, a tiny Negro so- The New York Times said
prano from St. Louis, was hail- Miss Weathers, a former Meed
as a "Junior Leontyne tropolitan Opera Auditions winPrice" by New York critics fol- ner, displayed a voice with an
lowing her debut at the Metro- attractive gleam and praised LAKE GENEVA — Scientists well be. It will be lightweight,
her charming modesty and the are working on a moon house as well as tasty, he said. U.S.
politan Opera.
Miss Weathers sang the role passionate conviction of her that astronauts can eat when astronauts will carry it with
of Lisa in the new production acting.
they get ready to come home. them and put it up like a prefab when they settle down for
of Tchaikovsky's "Queen of William Bender in the Herald
Ben H. Evans, research direc- an extended stay on the moon.
Spades" with a cast including Tribune said she showed "unJohn Vickers, John Reardon, common poise" for a singer who tor of the American Institute When it comes time to leave,
Rosalind Elias and Regina Res had non rehearsal with the or- of Architects, described t h e instead of dismantling their
MONTGOMERY, Ala. —
chestra and sang with a "light edible moon house to 100 top house — they will eat it.
nik.
teachof
Cancellations
and
affairs
,NPI) —
hotel and restaurant executives Evans also told the InstituWASHINGTON, D. C. found the time to serve as Ex- of students, public
She lived up to reports which crystaline quality."
at a conference at The Abbey tions conference about some
contracts of a Wilcox county preceded her from
t h e D.C. Juvenile communications.
to
in
Johnson
the
aminer
New
Harriett
er
Europe
— The Honorable Esther
sponsored by In- startling developments in earth
Court, as National President of • As a member of the National educator and a Baptist minister where she received glowing York Post said that judging by resort here,
Magazine, leading housing.
Peterson, President Johnstitutions
voice
Miss
her
sheen
of
the
three
past
the
for
notices
the National Council of Negro
board of education was
Weathers would have done bet- trade publication in the hotel He predicted that people will
son's Special Assistant for Women, Inc. and as Supreme Girl Scouts of the USA, she has by the
years.
ruled "null and void" by the Louis Biancolli of the New ter as Mimi, Nedda or Butter- and restaurant field. The In- be building "foam plastic igloos
in
the
interScouts
represented
will
Kappa
Alpha
Consumer Affairs,
Basileus of Alpha
national gatherings of G i r 1 Alabama State Tenure Commis- York World-Telegram found her fly, but lacked the big dramatic stitutions conference is design- sprayed from cans" with the
speak at an Appreciation Din- Sorority.
ed to give leaders of the $40 bil- doors and windows cut with on.
"an exquisite addition to the quality for Lisa.
Guides in Europe and Africa, sion.
ner honoring Dr. Dorothy B.
ilion hotel and restaurant in- dinary pocket knives.
in
the
New
Kastendieck
Miles
while
and
family,
Metropolitan
shared
has
her
generously
and
Director
Ferebee, the Medical
The pair were dropped be- not quite of the same exalted York Journal-American said dustry a look into the world of Another future development,
of Howard University Health This remarkable woman was world experiences and observahe said, will be wall and cell,
appointed by Prtsident Ken- tions with countless audiences cause of alleged "reduction in order, put her down as a Ju- Miss Weathers sang "Felicitous- the future.
Service.
edible moon house will ing panels which provide heat The Dinner to be held Nov. nedy to the U.S. Food for Peace In this country.
teacher units." However, the nior Leontyne Price." He call- ly" and gave meaning to her The
green cheese. and light — and which can be
I. in the Grand Ballroom of the Council, and in 1964 was apfound the pastor's ed her a fine intelligent artist role. Her performance promised not be made of
T h e Sponsoring Committee commission
Evans said — but it might as reversed to cool the room.
Sheraton Park Hotel is spon- pointed Medical Consultant to
was not sustained by with a warm and appealing, if growth, he said.
dismissal
r e Muriel Alexansored by a Committee of the U. S. Department of State, members a
not alS. Bigelow, Mabel competent evidence, did
Friends representing various traveling extensively in South der, Judith
lege or prove any legal charge
R.
Cook,
Darnell,
Dorothea
media
on
Africa,
and
organizations with which Dr. Anstriea
Gladys D. Edmondson, Lois or excuse for the teacher conFerebee h a s been affiliated cal lecture tour.
Jones Pierre-Noel, Mattie A. tract cancellation, was arbitra•
•
through the years.
Pinette, Jessie H. Roy, B. Bea- ry and unjust and that the
serves
Mrs. Eunice Matthews
trix Scott, Ruth A. Scott, Ruth hearing to consider the canceldistinthe
of
recognition
In
Marion
Mrs.
and
as chairman
guished quality of her career, A. Sykes, Larcy L. Sperry and lation was improperly organIf. Jackson as treasurer.
ized.
• • •
Simmons College in Bosto n, Mabel K. Staupers.
Dr. Ferebee, since her tarly Massachusetts honored her in
professional days, h a s contri- 1959 as the recipient of its first
buted dedicated volunteer serv- Alumna Commencement Speakice to the community and to er in 1963.
Dr. Ferebee's broad interests The Sigma Gamma Rho Pa- Project for this year will be
tiit Nation.
• • •
have led her into the fields of Irons Board met recently at the "Miss Rhomania" Contest.
11510the
Day
Her great concern for child- Housing a n d Social Welfare the home of Mrs. Josephine The final event will be held at
Souls
the
led
of
All
service on the Board
ren and the underprivileged
-To p,eet
the Municipal Auditorium, De.
Gibson, president.
2,1965 is November.
to her co-founding the South- American Council to Improve A large number of the mem- cember 18.
ens C u
of
November
Month
as
d
Washn
a
in
our
House
Neighborhoods,
Settlement
east
hers were present including Mrs. Inez Boyd is secretary
'The
146, 6 r tio•
'
s.7.I. °
ington, D.C. where she served Chairman of the Educational two of the sorority sisters, Mrs. and Mrs. Daisy McQueen, reCoiete
"
Islovetn
-t
as president for 13 years, and Foundation of t h e National Carr and Mrs. Watkins.
porter.
e Scl'°°
giving a
to her directing for seven years, Council of Negro Women under
BAIA.
the Mississippi Rural Health whose auspices Bethune House
Sociolklub is
ASQUERACIE
Project, deep in the delta reg- in Southeast Washington b a s
The:I(enosho
FOOTEita_l_
Mississippi
Nigh
been erected as the first low
ion.
Douglass
Et4
During the thirty years she income Housing Project ever
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
22
Audit., 572, "1:00 11..M•
-1-1
Bectrona vs.
Friday, Oct.
has been at Howard University, sponsored by a woman's group.
Home
PRE
9'til
Father
Foote
Stadium,
Obstein
Oct. '2.9,
as Clinical Instructor
• • •
Nits,
Melrose
Physician,
University
trics, as
Fri.
VA Assistant Professor of Pre- She is active on the National
ventive Medicine and now as Board of the YWCA working
nevi
Medical Director, Dr. Ferebee especially with health concerns
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•MISS RHOMANIA' CONTESTANTS — Sigma Gamma Rho
sorority is presenting its annual scholarship project, "Rho.
mania Cotillion," as the city auditorium on Saturday night,
Dec. 18, and some 10 young girls are seeking the title of
"Miss Ithomania" and "Little Miss Ithomania." Seen in
photo here arc contestants for "Miss Rhomania." Seated
on floor, from left, ar Cherry Isabel!, Gerald Hill, Revelyn

S

hers.,
exand
anch

Curry, Willietta Fisher and Anita Jean Morrow. Seated,
same order, are Tajuan Scott, Dorcas Perkins, Cheryl
Lynn Stevens. Mary Ray, Deloise Burton,, Jurline Sipp
and Myra Pruitt. Standing, front left, are Jacqueline King,
Joline Harbin, Gloria Clayborne, Janet, Elane Jenius,
Kathy Williamson, Carolyn Brown, Paula Woolridge and
(McChriston Photo)
Ranctte Northcross.
"LITTLE MISS RHOMANIA" CONTESTANTS — Among
the young girls seeking the title of "Little Miss Rhomania"
In the contest being sponsored by Sig& Gamma Rho
sorority are these five. Seated, from left, are Twila Daug•
herty, Heide Rosser and Cheryl Christopher. Standing,
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News
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Progress is being shown in
many ways here in Ilumboldt,
for in a very 'short while Principal Nunn and his faculty will
take leave from Stigall to settle all of the high school students in a spacious, utra-modgin new school bearing the
1111rne "VVest End".
This will leave Principal
Clark, the faculty and elementary students with enough room
to be comfortable. Both sections are preparing for the observance of "Education Week"
with Mesdames 011ie Ruth
Farmer and Cottrell Thomas
as chairmen of their respective
divisions.
The members and friends of
St. James Baptist church are
proudly viewing the new addition to their church (the sanctuary.) for it is fastly developing into a most beautiful edifice.
This is to be expected since
the pastor Rev. 3. T. Freeman,
is one of the most devout and
conscientions builders around.
The second Sunday in November, they will have their annual
"Green Leaf Tea" at which
time they will present little
/given year old Deborah Jones
Mr Memphis, who will perform
at the organ, The hour is 4
p.m. until.
Rev and Mrs. J. H. Mathis
attended the Tennessee B.M.
and E. convention held in Memphis, and she was elected president of the Young People's
Department. This is quite an
honor and our hat goes off to
her, for we feel that she will
do justice to her position.
The members of Lane Chapel
C.M.E. church were well represented at the Conference held
at the Mount Olive Cathedral
in Memphis, for many of them
attended the mammoth banquet
held at Ellis Auditorium. Humboldt was happy to learn of
the return to the church of
its pastor, Rev. L. T. Purham,
who is doing a magnificent job
as leader of that group.
Rev. and Mrs. Vance had as
houseguest, Mrs. Georgia Nets Jones, of Indianapolis, Inlana, who has been a close
'
friend to Mrs. Vance over the
years. She departed to spend
some time with Mrs. Hornbeak
and other friends in Memphis.
The Oak Grove community
has lost one of its oldest citizens, Mrs. Ethel Motley Harkmess whose funeral was held
at the Oak Grove Baptist
church.
She was the mother of Mrs.
Poly Anna Clark, and the aunt
of Mrs. Clara Bond of Brownsville, and the aunt of Mrs.
Katie Booth of St. Louis.

P

Reception Honors Mr. Parents Meet Teachers
And Mrs. John Clay ,At Stafford Elementary
of Staf-ford. sang "lie," accompanied
Flora's Wedding Chapel was, Among the guests present Parents and teachers
Mrs. Barbara Jean Nichols
at the
Eli Shaw, ford Elementary school held by
the setting on Saturday, Oct. 16, , were Mr. and Mrs.
piano, and the audienco
Miss Josephine Jones, Mrs. their first "Know Your Friends,
expressed appreciation through
for the reception given by Mrs. Clarice Bradford, Mrs. Christine,
get-acquainted affair in the applause
Roberta Cox for Mr. and Mrs.
B. T. McChriston, Mrs.la
Street school cafe-, Mrs. Evelyn Gregory and a
John Clay. The bride, the for- Richad Campbell, Mrs. Fred 11.Cummings
Thursday night, Oct. group of fourth grade students
mer Miss Wilma Clay, is the'Campbell, and Mrs. Mary E. torium on
"This is My
14, at 7:30 P.M., since Stafford gave a selection,
'Johnson.
daughter of Mrs. Cox.
school is still under construe- Country."
faculty were
The chapel was decorated in Also Miss Jeanie Hogsette,
the
of
Members
Albert1tion.
rainbow colorings. The bridal Miss Louise Reynolds,
introduced with a pupil from
were
parents
200
than
More
Nic-,
John
Mrs.
table was overlaid with satin Green, Mr. and
each class introducing his or
B. Lowe, on hand to meet their children's
and melin, sterling candelabra, hols, Mr. and Mrs. C.
and to offer sugges-,her teacher.
teachers
McGeorge
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Sr.,
and centered with a three-tierAfter a short business sesschool term.
Allister and son, Vincent: Mrsdtions for a better
ed wedding cake.
Pauline Allen and a'sion, the meeting was adjourn.
Mrs.
Theresa!
Mrs.
Bodden,
two-piecelD.R.
The bride wore a
and parents, teachers and
John-'group of sixth graders conduct-ed
satin brocade outfit. Mrs. Cox,Clayborne. Mrs. Oscar L.
,friends viewed t h e proposed
Mrsded the devotion.
Campbell,
Gilbert
satin'son,
green
a
in
attired
was
principal drawing of Stafford school and
Lula Hill, Mrs. Lester Davis, Mrs. Ethel Brooks.
brocade dress.
Mil-'of Stafford, gave the occasion, then enjoyed coffee and cake
Hostesses were Miss May Mrs. Iola M. Lanier, Mrs.
L.iand added other remarks. Miss4erved by the Stafford HospiJohnson, Mrs. Clarice Bradford, dred Rogers, Mrs. Erma
F.1 Later in the program,
Miss Louise Reynolds and Miss Stidhum and Mrs. Idella
Edna White, secretary of Staf-Itality committee.
WiUiams.
Ann Mitchell.

'

QUEEN OF PHILANDER SMITH — Miss
Doris Smith, a senior at Philander Smith
college in Little Rock, Ark., was crowned
"Miss Philander Smith College" for 1965.
66 academic ear. She entered the college
from her home in Blytheville in Sept. 1962
and selected a major in pre-law and a nil.
nor in secretarial science. She has served
as president of the Women's Association

and is presently basileus of Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority, sweetheart of the Sphinx
club of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, and belongs to the Dramatics. French, Social
Science and Business clubs, Student Chris.
tian Association and the collegiate choir.
After graduation, she plans to enter the
University of Arkansas School of I.aw.

I(

LANSKY BROS.
MEN'S SHOP
126 BEALE Ph 525-5401

e
mot
Demand
car.
bit
your
"Ili'in
Insist onPolaral.
Dodge

For Your Children
THE DIFFERENCE between a Magnus Organ
and other musical instruments is...

Enjoyment,
No Boring Lessons,
or Practice!

Polara's different, all right. Looks, drives,
Go ahead. Be rebellious. Demand more "big"
in your big 9r. And get it at a price that performs like the elegant piece of machinery
Pt is. Covered by a 5-year/50,000-mile warwon't take a big bite out of your budget.
ranty.' Complete with all these items that
More
Polara!
it.
got
you've
By Dodge,
"big." More "hot." More of everything others used to cost extra: Outside mirror. Padded
dash. Variable-speed electric windshield
have not.
Ever see the likes of it? Neither has your wipers and washers. Backup lights. Turn
next door neighbor or the doorman at the signals. Seat belts, two front and two rear.
Insist on Polara at your. Dodge Dealer's. A
or the parking attendant who can easily
club
complishment is satisfied — all without lessons or
beautiful new way to break old buying habits.
cars.
too"
"me,
of
full
lot
a
from
Polara
pick
make
in
you
practice. fjj Later on, any investment
a musical instrument or lessons will be a goodlone!
You'll be assured that the instrument will be used
0000E Div.SrOw 44111k• CHRYSLER
AO MOTORS CORPON•Ti011
*
and won't be left idle — a constant reminder of
money wasted. [1. This Christmas, make a wise
investment in your child's future! Buy a Magnus •141111E'S HOC DODGUS 5-YE5R, S0,000-MILE ENGINE AND DRIVE TRAIN AAAAA NTY PROTECTS YOU: Chrysler
miles, whichever comes
organ! It costs so little and what a difference Corporation confidently warrants all of the following vital parts 01 ,15 1966 CM for 5 years or 50,003whited
repaired al a
first, during which lune any such parts that prose defective in material ad workmanship will be or laboror engine block,
it makes!
Chrysler Motors Corporetron Authoozod °NW,place of busmen without charge for such parts

MAGNUS JEWEL
M. Price. (Gabe) Kirby,
who has the experience of 20
year S in Clothing and Haberdashery is now with Lan sky
Says
Men's Shop.
Bros
Gabe, "When it comes to
selecting a new wardrobe,
see me. We handl en complete
line of Famous Brand Hots,
Shoes, Sport Coats, Suits,
Slacks; Formal Wear rented.
We w el come your charge
account."

same order, are Miriam sue Harris„ Deidan Nelson, Charlayne Cleaves and Angela Triplett. The winner will be
crowned at a cotillion to be held at city auditorium on Saturday night, Dec. IS. (McChriston Photo)

What a difference it makes in a child's musical
interest if he is immediately forced to learn notes
and practice long hours instead of allowing him
time to find out how enjoyable music can be! With
a Magnus organ, he plays complete songs immediately without lessons. His musical interest is
quickly excited — he has fun playing his favorite
songs — he becomes familiar with musical terms
— he develops manual dexterity — his sense of ac-

FOR ONLY $1995

'66 Dodge Polara

For Less Than $20.00 You Can Find Out If Your Child Has
Musical Talent, Interest and Enthusiasm
Better Quality for Less at Kress with

KRESS

Enlist now in the
Dodge Rebellion'

Money

dutch),
head and internal parts, inteke manilold, tooter pump, transmission case and Internal parts rescephn( manual
torque converter, driV, than, ur,ne,,ai oints, roar axle end differential. and rear wheel bearings
oil
engine
warranty—change
the
required
under
REQUIRED MAINTENANCE: The following maintenance services are
carburetor an Alter
err y 3 months or 4.0CD nutria, whichever comes brat, replace oil filter every second 'niche's**. clean
'WWII to a Chrysler
every 6 months and replace it every 2 years, and *my 6 months furnish outdone* of this 'worm!CAWS mileage Smelt
MorOIS Corporetion Autlitotted Dealer and request turn to certify receipt of secs IVIdInCII and your
enough for such important protection.

Back Guarantee

Mon. & Thurs. 9:30 til 9:00
Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat. 9:30 til 5:30

9 NO. MAIN STREET

Join the Dodge Rebellion at your Dodge Dealer's.
CHECK YOLA LOCAL LISTiNGS.
WATCH "THE BOB HOPE CHRYSLER THEATRE'' WEDNESDAY NIGHTS ON NBC-TV.
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'University
Exchange
Project
ITHACA, N. Y. — Cornell
Universityand a n d predominantly Negro Hampton Institute
have initiated the nation's first
federally - supported mutual
exchange program.
The program, which may set
the pattern for other projects
between northern institutions
and predominantly Negro southern colleges, was announced by
Cornell President James A. Perkins and Hampton l'resident
Jerome H. Holland.
The two institutions have signed a research contract with the
U. S. Office of Education which
provides $57,764 for the first
., 1 phase of the program.
-; Cornell and Hampton, a 1900student liberal arts college in
Hampton, Va., have had a privately-financed, informal exchange program underway for
two years. Federal support will
assure expansion of the program.
"Byworking together, both
will
Cornell
llampton and
strengthen their abilities to de%clop at least a part of the great LEMOVN.E WINS TROPHY . . . Mrs. Rio
participants were Southwestern and Mempreseroir of leadership talent
his State. Mrs. Jackson, of 1465 South Witis pictured as she recently acJackson
Rita
the
culturalNvhich exists among
left, is now a teacher at Hanley ElemenArts Council trophy
ly disadvantage students of our cepted the Memphis
tary School. She spearheaded LeMoyne's
from Dr. Paul Hayes on behalf of Le'nation," Perkins said.
effort under the direction of Dr. Hayes who
The program provides for un- Moyne college's 1965 senior class. The class
is professor of pilosophy and religion at
dergraduate and graduate stu- raised over $200 last may, which was the
dent exchanges„ exchanges of highest amount reported by a local college
the college.
lecturers and seminar leaders, in the Council's fund.raising drive. Other
faculty exchanges and exchanges of business and administralive personnel.
The main feature of the program will be the opportunity for
Hampton instructors to continue
' rraduate study at Cornell while
ornell provides their replaceents at Hampton. The contract
,.!so provides for independent
I the benefits flow freely and •
Pre- cans
, msulants to evaluate the pro- WASHINGTON, D.C.,
..ram and to report on it during sident Lyndon B. Johnson, one- Mindful of the 1965 AEW bundantly to all citizens.
its progress and upon comple- time teacher in Texas, contin- theme of "Invest in Learning," In demanding that the c ues to push for better schools. the President noted in his proc- rational needs of the Nation
lion.
The program has four objec- In proclaiming Nov. 7-13 as lamation that education brings must be assessed and those
needs met, the President plactives: to strengthen the quality American Education Week, the benefits without limits.
"It endows men not only with ed himself on record as supof a predominantly Negro col- President said:
lege; to increase the association "I urge parents to acquaint the ability to make a living, but porting the original purpose of
week
between a Negro college and themselves fully with both the with the precious capacity to American Education
which was established in 1921
the rest of American higher problems and the promise of live with purpose."
of
court,
her
from
Members
sorority.
Alpha
Kappa
Alpha
education; to give qualified N. their schools. And I urge each Calling education the "rich- by the National Education Asleft, are Miss Mary Culver, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., "Miss grocs greater opportunities for community to study the needs est legacy this generation can sociation and the American LeJunFla.,
"Miss
Orlando,
Gamble,
Senior:" Miss Sandra
broader studies, and to broaden of its schools and to use all the bequeath to the next," Presi- gion. (Later the U.S. Office of
ior:" Miss Barbara Greer, Stanton, Tenn., "Miss Sopho. the social and cultural perspec- resources at l5 command to dent Johnson warned that A- Education and t h e National
"Miss
more," and Miss Rosita Petway, Orange, Texas,
tives of those involved in the make equal educational oppor- mericans must strive to enrich Congress of Parents and Teachtunity a reality for all Ameri- the educational system so that ers joined as sponsors.)
program,
Freshman." (Joe Zinn Photo)

LBJ's Push For Better Schools
Reflected In AEW Program

'Miss TI,NNESSEE STATE' AND COURT—Her Majesty,
"Miss Tennessee State," and members of her court are
seen here during her coronation last week. She is Miss
Norma Pryor. daughter of Mrs. Bessie Pryor of Nashville.
Miss Pryor is a senior honor student majoring in modern
foreign languages, a university' counselor, and member of
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All Next Year To Pay
Special!
'Us nellay Sale

8 Transistor Micro
RADIO

Famous Remington portable with full keyboard,
" paper capacity, plus many,
2
/
pica size type, 91
many more outstanding features. Up-to-the-minute encyclopedia edition covers over 20,000 subjects,
fully illustrated.

fl

Powerful,
compact!
Beautiful tone.
Earpiece and
battery
included.
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Typewriter,
Carrying Case &
Encyclopedia

Birthday Sale Special!

1 Carat Diamond Duo
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her praise!
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$1

No Money Down ... Only $5 A Month

MaU orders fWed whUe quantities last,
unless stated otherwise.

General Electric
Slicing 'Knife

The
Diamond
Store of the
South

The most efficient knife on the

market ... does a perfect job of
carving, slicing ... just guide it
while it does the, work. Think
ahead for Christmas.
Birthday
Sale Priced

Downtown Store & Mail Order Center, 144 S. Main, Memphis
Convenient Shopping Center Stores In:
HORTHGATI
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Keep Rights,
Viet Issues
Apart: Young

BETTER BUY AT

F
HERF
FORD
2450 SUMMER

DES MOINES, Iowa — (UPI)
— The civil rights movement
should not be associated with
demonstrations protesting U.S.
involvement in Viet Nam, the
national executive director oil
the Urban League said.

G
it THE MUSTAN
HERE
IS

Whitney M. Young Jr., said
civil rights leaders should be
given the right to speak out on
U.S. Viet Nam policies after
they make it clear that they are
speaking "as citizens" and not
as civil rights spokesmen.

111

Cornplet Selection Of The All New

FORDS ON SALEEverNOW!
1966Highest
Trade-le Annum

Young called on educators at
the convention to assume more
responsibility for future race selotions progress. 'le told them
that education can be either "a
savior or a scapegoat for civil
rights."
-

Moyne's
es who
gion at

BTU ROYALTY — Members of the Baptist Training Union
and the Youth Department of Tree of Life Baptist church
presented a talent program in the church at 407 E. McLemore, and it was highlighted with the crowning of kings
and queens for 1965-66. From left are Miss Sharon Gary,
robe of arm: Brodie Johnson and Miss Regina Shaw, king
and queen of the Youth Department; Miss Christeen Allen

NAACP Youth Director
*To Be Based In Memphis

ly and j,.
s.
the e (Nation
I those
lent plac•
as suprpose of
week
1 in 1921.
ation , Asrican LeOffice of
National
d Teach)

and Arthur Harris, king and queen of the Baptist Training
Union; and in back, Miss Beverly Herd, robe of arm. Mrs.
Thelma Malone is supervisor of the Youth department;
Mrs. Alder Anderson, director of the Baptist Training
Union; Richard Smith, associate director and Miss Thelma
Smith secretary. Rev. I Rowser is pastor of the church.
(Henry Ford Photo)

Have.Something
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?

Hamilton High News

HAMILTON HIGH NEWS !Carr, Melvin Holmes, Barbara
By Mary Brinson and Mary Bell Lewis, Johnny Brown and DolNAACP YOUTH DIRECTOR was a leader of the city's 1960
Hi kids. Your ,wo toying re- ly Tolliver.
The National Association for sit in movement. For three
porters are here to bring you
the Advancement of Colored summers while a student she
the facts around Hamilton High. MOST POPULAR JUNIORS:
Peoples in New York has an- worked as an NAACP youth
OF THE WEEK Eva Tharp, Collandis Gibson,
TEENAGER
in
worker
states
force
nounced the appointment for task
At this time it gives us great Annette Tabor, Charles JohnMiss Carolyn Quilloin, 23, of throughout the South.
Savannah, Ga.. as one of the During her stay at Savannah pleasure to introduce to you a son, Jolind Roberts, Robert I.
three new youth directors to the State college, Miss Quilloin ma- very charming lady. She is Johnson, Wilma Ingram, Hafield staff of the NAACP's youth jored in social science, was al Miss Priscilla Brown.
member of the Debating So-I Around campus she is a mem- rold Woods and Barbara Flodepartment.
A graduate of Savannah State ciety, exchange editor for the ber of the Theater Guild, NHA, wers.
program Library Science club, Future
newspaper,
college class of 1964, Miss Quil- school
BEST-DRESSED
loin will have her headquarters chairman for the Student
Business Leaders of America,
at 234 Hernando st. in Memphis. tional Education Association,1 and president of the Les Dames SENIORS: Naarnon Johnson,
Bobbie Massey, John Cooper,
She will work under the direc- and a member of the Social Charmantes.
tion of Eugene Hampton, na- Science club.
lives with her Estell Tisdel, Marvin Smith,
Brown
Miss
Miss Quilloin is an alumna of
tional NAACP secretary for
Melvin
Yarborough,
mother, Mrs. Ester Boone at Janet
youth groups, supervising As- Savannah's Alfred E. Beach 1307 Effie. She is a member of
Alice Alexander and!
sociation ,youth in the states High school. Her mother and the 12-10 homeroom. Hats off to Smith,
Morgan Davis.
of Alabama, Mississippi, Ten- stepfather are Mr. and Mrs. a very deserving person!
nessee, Arkansas and Louisiana. Josh Dawson. She hat three
JUNtORSt i'atricia Banlqe
FOOTBALL GAME
Miss- Quilloin is a former brothers, Ilerman and Leon
on freeman Gates, Dorothy Beck,
president of the Savannah NA- Quilloin and Donald Dawson. The Wildcats broke loose
the Thunderbolts with a score Sylvester Thornton, Hattie EelACP Young Adult Council and Dawson.
of 21 to J). Giving us the victory Bey, Paul Ernest, Elmira Nelson
were Fred Cleveland, Hosea and Mut Rowe,
Hogan
Montgomery, Donald
and Eddie Hankins.
WHO'S WHO
HUSTON-TILLOTSON, Tex. and societies and is active in
Miss B Hair Grower
— Dr. Lee L. Campbell assumed civic affairs. Dr. Campbell is MOST POPULAR SENIORS:
STOP FALLING HAIR
in
the
listed
1962
edition of Mark Bishop, Rubye Smith,
the duties as dean of HustonRELIEVE -ITCHY SCALP
Tillotson College, Texas, recent- Who's Who in American Educa• Fred Cleveland, Patricia Simpson, Flenoid Aldridge, Joyce
MAKE HAIR GROW
ly. He succeeded Dr. John T. lion.
King, who was elected presi51.25, Postage Included
AMMO.
ONLY
dent of the College by the board
Check—Oe Money Order
of trustees at their last meetOrd, Mailed Promptly
ing, and Dr. King assumed duties of the presidency on June
MISS B WILLIAMS

New Mustang GT Hardtop
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new

College Dean Named President

A native of Austin, Texas and
a graduate of Anderson High
School, Dr. Campbell holds a
B.S. Degree from Prairie View
College, Prairie View, Texas,
and an Ed.D. Degree from New
York University. He has done
post-doctoral study at Howard
University, Cambridge, Massachusettes.
A former Professor of Education and Dean of Knoxville
College, Knoxville, Tennessee,
Dr. Campbell is experienced m
educational administration.
He has served as Professor
SEI State University, Nashville,
Tennessee and as an Instructor and Assistant to Director of
Student Teaching at New York
University, School of Education,
New York, N.Y.
A veteran of World War 11,
Dr. Campbell obtained the
commissioned rank of ('aptain
the United State Army. He was
awarded the Bronze Star with
cluster for service in support
of the Asiatic-Pacific Theatre
Operation.
He holds membership in
many professional organizations
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THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE

WOOLWORTH'S

New Falcon Future Sports Coupe with optional vinyl roof covering
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USED CAR BARGAINS!
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See The All New
1966 MUSTANG
Now On Display

WHILE CHECKING OUR USED CAR PRICES,
REVIEW SOME OF THE

'When the two are tied together, it does a disservice to
civil rights,' the New York
leader said at a brief news conference prior to a speech before
the 111th annual Iowa State Education Assn. convention here.
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BLACK

STRETCH RACKS

11OVIN

$33oo
Mr. Thomas Craig, lone time
Tailor end Clothier, is now
with Lensky Bros. Men's
Shop. Says Tommy, "when
it comet to Toiler Made, see
me. Also in our regular
stock, we con fit any siie
man. From 34 to 64 regular
and toll men. From 38XL
to 54XL. Formal Wear rental.
We welcome your charge
account.

LANSKY BROS.
MEN'S SHOP
1126 BEALE Ph. 525-5401

13

You'll Wear Stacy-Adams Shoes lot
knowing they're the finest you can buy. Fine

ran
kand•craftsmanship ... rich styling ... luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry you
through many seasons.

Thesmoothest fitting pants
of this or any other season!
Tailored with waistband,
side zipper and self-fabric
stirrups for one long, lean
line. Stretchable rayonand-nylon in red, black,
royal blue, green. 10-18.

99

YOUR MONEY'S WORTH

BEASLEY.JONES •fIAGLANCI

99 South Main
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INYITEO
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Now LID by ford ... 4-Door Hardtop
MEMPHIS EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR MUSTANG, GT 350 and COBRA'
Hear Ford has a car to suit the profession; Lawy•r, Doctor, Teach•r, Goy•rnment Work•r,
Factory Worker, Domestic; and a plan to assure you of buying at H•rff Ford • Summ•r Ave.
NO DOWN PAYMENT — TRADE INS ACCEPTED
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SCORE BY QUARTERS
13-12-14-6-45
Tenn. State
0- 0- 0-6-- 6
Florida A & M
•
..
i.

-'

16,500 Fans Watch Tigers
Rip FAMU Rattlers 45To6

SPORTS A.g. Dot Wag
HORIZON
S!

SCORING FOR TENNESSEE:
Smith, 51-yard pass return,
Men-rest kicked.
Walker, four•yard pass front
Dickey, kick blocked.
Tucker, four-yard plunge, pase
.
failed.
Drungo, 20-ysrd pass from
By Ei'RL C. CLANTON, Ill , have a hard time stopping Flori- and nine touchdowns.
For the third Itreight game, Dickey, pass failed.
NASHVILLE — Roaring, car- da's ;tinning. But we got a good
Bowens, one.yard plunge, Men,
nival-like fans, 16,500 strong, and consistent rush from our the Big Blue played the spoiler's' eese kicked.
packed W. J. Hale Stadium last line, and this made the differ- role and ran their win skein to J. Smith, one-yard plunge.
alliMignaillly BILL UM!
Saturday night to witness an ence."
40 for the year and seven Meneese kicked.
Manassas is keeping the pres- Lester.
Coach Gilliam's limestone
Eldridge Dickey-led Tennessee
Carter, 16-yard run, pass failed.
P
sure on Melrose, the defending, Two penalties nullified plan
slaugh- wall held Florida to a minus tional rankings and give them SCORING F 0 R FLORIDA:
eleven
University
,State
Prep League champion. The opportunities for Lester to stay
ranked seven-yards on the ground and straight 9ver two seasons. Robinson, 41-yard pass from
second
nation's
the
ter
Tigers remain undefeated after close to Melrose. Larry SchaefUnranked in either Associ- Jamison, pas:, falled.
college, Florida A & M Univer- limited them to 113 in the air,
crushing Father Bertrand last for picked up a Melrose fumble
while Merritt's offensive crew ated Press or United Press In.4 . sity, by a score of 45 to 6.
week, 26-6.
in the first and rambled 65
A deft, deadly accurate churned 169 yards on the ground ternational, the victory over
The only blemish on Manas- yards into the end zone. SchaefIn a certain office on a certain day recently a Dickey ht
i 16 of 24 aerials and 244 in the air.
Florida should skyrocket the
sas' record is a 6-6 tie with fer was off sides on the play.
and two toucha
yards
hello
with
me
I
205
as
for
Dickey accounted for 205 of. Big Blue to the top of the nacaught
damsel
lovely
certain
AlexDouglass. That stalemate will In the third quarter Fred
downs to hand the Rattlers the the airways yardage that pushed: a bear hug o . the national
A full slate of games are on
be of little signifiance should ander fought his way out of passed by and said:
worst shelling on record since his season's output to 806 yards' Negro college grid crown.
card for this week in the "rep
the Tigers, 4-0-1, down Lester the tenacious reaches of would
University trounced
Southern
isn't
else,
he?"
seMelrose
the
in
something
tacklers
be
is
two
last
Sayers
their
Gale
League. Thursday action sends
and Melrose in
"That
Jake Gaither 50 to 20 in 1954
Manassas against Lester at Melgames. Lester will attempt to condary and sprinted 55 yards
great ball player," I said.
"A
crowd.
ting
/ before a record-set
rose and Carver goes against
derail the Manassas express to paydirt. An illegal procedure
the
damsel
is,"
beat
certainly
hell
the
got
just
"He
"We
1
Hamilton in their traditional
Thursday at Melrose Stadium. infraction rubbed out the gain.
agreed. "Where did he come from? out of us," Gaither admitted afdouble homecoming at WashingLady luck rode with Melrose! Larry Wellington plunged two
game.
the
ter
ton. This next night (Friday)
as the Golden Wildcats shut out l yards to give Douglass an early
I never heard of him until he startPriming for Southern Univerfinds Washington hosting MelLester 19-0 last week. Two long lead against Carver but it took
for the Bears."
playing
week,
next
ed
Rouge
Baton
in
sity
rose in a key game, ..nd Dougtouchdown runs by Lester were another two yard TD dash by
"He was an All - American," I Coach John Merritt's Tigers belass meets Bertrand at Melrose.
nullified by penalties and the William Mask in the final guarmidRattlers
the
clawing
gan
AGUE STANDINGS
said, "an All-American from KanLions lost the ball when they ter to whip the stubborn Cobras
way the first stanza when NoW. L. T. Pig..
Team
fumbled on the one yard line 13-6. Leroy Thomas added the
College
Coach
Jerry
sas."
Bertrand in Memphis, a n d M lroLsEe
land Smith exploded for a 515 0 0
10
seconds before the end of the point, Larry Stevenson tallied
Johnson
is
upabout
the
serious
missI
Bobby rodd. 6-1, forward, also Meanassas
"Well, I don't know how
9
yard punt return to score the
4 0 1
from two yards out in the third
first half,
coming
season,
He
basketball
,
from
Father Bertrand.
3 1 1
7
Douglass
6-6. Carver
ed him," the damsel said, "but I'm opening points,
In other games Douglass out- to knot the score at
, is putting his charges through
Lehtiyne opens at home Dec. Washington
VENGEANCE GAINED
2 3 0
4
called
sure glad we've got him here."
lasted Carver 13-6 in what turn- had three touchdowns
behind
their
workouts
evening
ex1
against Lane and will battle Bertrand
2 4 0
4
Roy hieneese booted the
ed out to be a nightmarish eve- back for penalties.
, the Alumni in Bruce Hall on Lester
The lovely lady isn't alone. All tra point springing a floodgate l locked doors.
1 3 1
3
nine for th.2 Cobras. Mitchell James Clark, Joe Pointer and
is
magicians
his
Conditioning
'
Dec.
3.
traploss
2
1 4 0
that avenged the last year
Carver
once
A, ‘, .n,,,i vol•N r, of Chicago's glad the Bears
Road won its fifth game in Franklin Anderson scored
the
as
as
far
business,
serious
to
for the Tigers in Tallahassee
seven decisions, two contests each in Mitchell's easy win over
Sayers in the last National Football League
(1)
because
concerned,
is
coach
22.
to
20
A & hi by a score of
ending in ties, with a 19-0 white-Merry. Tommy Killebrew con-1 F
so glad that, after only five games,
Scoring twice in every period he is faced with a tough schedwashing of visiting Merry High,tributed a 40-yard run to set- , draft. Chicago's
of
Hall
except the final frame, matador- ule and (2) he knows he will
,"they" virtually decided to build a special
of Jackson, Term. It was the up a score
like Dickey drove 26 yards in have to use two and maybe
third loss handed Merry this RATTLERS SHELL-SHOCKED
a to.,1 Fame for him and protect him with every restrictive eight plays, flipping a four-Tar& three freshmen as starters.
season by a Memphis team. Veteran Jake Gaither,
imaginable.
From the looks of his freshpass to Willie Walker for the
If you are clean and tired of high rates
Manassas and Melrose also hold,gend in the coaching ranks, convenant
game's second score with 1:48 men crew, he shouldn't be too
iwatched in deep awe last week
victories over the Hornets,
about
mistake
no
make
If you have lost your 'license
And it's a fine thing,
worried. He's got some real
and
A
quarter.
Tennessee
the
in
first
as
remaining
Nashville
,in
MANASSAS 2-6 BOLTS 6
Taking advantage of the ex- burners in Bill Hayes, 6-6 AllI ripped to shreds his once it. Some of the more sober appraisers of football talyou are about to loose your license
If
the
off
came
Wilbert Trigg
proud nationally anked Florida; __, would like to wait at least a full season before cellent field position provided State forward from Central High
bench to spark Manassas to its IA and M Rattlers 45-6 before a ""
Ky.; Bill Meggett,
Louisville,
in
Big
the
team,
defensive
the
by
you need an SR -22 filing at once
If
convincing victory over, Ber-:bulging at the seams crowd of paying Savers every tribute available — they'd like Blues drove 43 yards in 10 plays a 5-11 All-Manhattan guard from
years
the
trand. The Manassas attack was over 15.000 fans.
and
year
next
for
If you have under age 25 problems
to save a few adjectives
for their first touchdown of the New York City; Leon Mitchell,
held pretty well in check after, Gaither must have had
— but they're being snowed under, ostra- second quarter. Bill Tucker 6-2 All Regional guard from
George White blasted his way'after thoughts when diminitiv
you need free help, advice, quick
If
e thereafter
some
andl
High,
blasted his way to paydirt from Capleville (Tenn.)
75 yards down the sidelines Nolan Smith got the Big Blues cized. dinned out.
Willie Taylor, a 6-7 center from
play.
to
still
11:46
with
four
the
and efficient service, call Now!!
in the first quarter to give the on the scoreboard with one of
After five miserly passes, Henry High in Byhalia, Miss.
There are two reasons why: One is that Sayers
Tigers a 6-0 lead.
:his patented punt returns, this
PROMISE
SHOW
948-11/5 or 948-1116
an Dickey drove 80 yards with ElTrigg, who leads the league one good for 51 yards.
is, undoubtedly, an extraordinary football player,
Five other first-year men
bert Drungo taking a 20-yard
in passing, has been nursing an It was Smith who took a Flo- athlete who, though a team may stop him here or pass for the :core, padding the showing plenty of promise are
injured ankle, lie entered the rida punt back 85 yards two
improve on the fantastic Big Blue halftime at 25 to U. Samuel Bachelor, 6-3, forward
game late in the second quar- years ago to set off the synco. there, most assuredly will
from Cincinnati, Ohio; Richard'
GOOD DEFENSE
a
on
Tigers
the
by.
roll
drove
ter and
pated frenzied rhythm of -wat-i as the games
"We got banged up pretty Davis, 6-2, All-Cincinnati guard;
sustain march that covered 80- ermelon Man," the victory sethis ballgame," De- Richard Thompson, 6-3, forward
yards and a 16-yard climaxing lection that signified the RatThe second reason is that Chicago is desperately good in
fensive Coach Joe Gilliam corn- from New York City; Warnsby:
pass to brother Charles Trigg tiers sudden defeat in the wan- in need of athletic super-dupers.
mented. "We thought we would Stegall, 5-11, guard from Fatheri
for the touchdown. Moments ing minutes.
"Allannual
later the Tigers capitalized on, This time victory was clear
the
during
that
true
be
well
may
It
a recovery of a Bertrand fumble cut and as usual Eldridge Diccity is the sports capital of America.
deep in the Thunderbolts' tern- key played the villain role in Star Week," this
in
of the remaining 51 weeks of the
pulled
most
Trigg
during
tory. Charles
sending Florida down to its But
his second scoring pass, a 12- worst defeat in the series. A and year, Chicago lags behind like a tired Model-T in a
yard pitch. Bertrand scored in I Coach John Merritt is as '
Lamborghini.
the same period when Derek , much of a thorn in the side of race with a brand-new
Wagner threw a perfect strike : Gaither's charges as the elusive
The Chicago Cubs haven't won a pennant since
to end Reginald Porter.
Smith. This was Merritt's third
aren't likely to win one, the way
Curtiss Broome scored the victory in four tries with Flo- 1915. The White Sox
final touchdown on a 27-yard re- rida. The first came when Mer- they're going, before 19g5. If there's a .loe Louis in
ception of a Wilbert Trigg pass. ritt's Jackson State gridders UP town, a Johnny Brillion even. he's fighting in his
kicked two extra points. set Florida four seasons ago in
town has no pro basketball, no great
:the Orange Blossom Classic. , dreams. The
'CATS 19, LIONS 0
professional stadia are
Rickey Tate scored on TD gal., Memphians were in the ca- college team, and the existing
lops of four and 38 yards, and'pital city by the hundreds and: older than the pyramids.
Terry Harris. filling in at quar- many of the TSIJ rooters plan,
When you take a look at what's happening
teback because of errant pass- to watch the undefeated Tigers
ins of regular Thomas Sim- unload their firepower Satur-' "downtown," all those fine. new buildings going up
mons, passe‘i to Terry Addison day in Baton Rouge, La.,
to admit: It's nothing less than
for another to lead Melrose to against upset conscious Sou- and such, you have
University.
Houston, Oakland, St. Louis.
them
over
that
conquest
shame
cussword
a
earned
veil
its
and Anaheim — yes, Anaheim! — have built, or are
building, modern stadia while Chicago hides its head
in the sand and shows only what's most obvious

GOOD MORNING

SPORT
Yt I

Full Slate Set

Magicians Work Out
Behind Closed Doors

Simnel I
Wustria]
Men! at

AUTO LIABILITY - COLLISION
FIRE And HOSPITAL INSURANCE

ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE CO.
Memphis, Tenn.
988 Miss Blvd.

"Dexter changed my point of view.

Golfing With Lil
By Mrs. Cornell Wolfe

when you bend over that way.
As proud and boastful as it is, you'd think Chicago would own a sports complex second to none.
You'd think that the first "Astrodome" would've

The Sam Qualls Golf club's seventh annual Turkey Tourna- been constructed here.
rnent will tee into action starting Monday, Nov. 8, with the enBut, not so! Chicago is a city on the move
tire week days to play nine holes, vi.lfh the final round on Sun. backwards when it comes to dominating the sports
day, Nov. 14
scene. Anaheim is a hick town, and it's got a ball
park that'll make your head swim. The only thing
The tournament consists of 18 holes medal play.
Chicago's got right now that'll do the same is...
will
include
flights
the
three
dollars,
and
The entry fee is
well, Gale Sayers and, I guess, Bobby Hull. Knock
the
is
Golf
course
Riverside
two for women and four for men.
one on which contestants will be competing for that Thanks- them and the town goes zero in athletic super-dupers.
giving turkey.
This year for the first time in the club's history, a handicap system will be in effect. For information concerning your
handicap, see Duke Turner, who is the chairman of that committee.

\

. "He said I should try Kool.

IPOIGITrhr,1• CLOITIETI
/.

The Sam Qualls Golf club proudly announces that a 525
donation to LeBonheur Children's hospital has been made,
along with a similar amount to the Orange Mound Day Nursery. The donations are a result of the club's annual golf
tournament.
It is hoped that more cuganizations
club's charity list next year.

, "We'd been to a late party and somehow
my cigarettes were tasting pretty flat.
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will be added to the

"I've switched to Kool
and I'm sticking with them.

1
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The next meeting of the club is Thursday night, Nov. 4 at
8:30 p.m. All members are expected.
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"Dexter is so clever."
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ye." layaway plan for holiday iron's or Co,,
Clothier. Clothing for th• whel• family, only o 1•••
out•k will *tort your layaway or charge.
dollars,
Coal• today & so• our smart", s•loctions in clothing for
ri,n, women IL children. W. wirlcorn• your
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Come up to Kool Filter Kings
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"I was doubtful, but you really can taste
that extra coolness...just like they say.
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ATLANTA — (NP1) — Funeral services were held in Dean
Sage auditorium, Atlanta university, for Dr. Nathaniel P.
Tillman, Sr., long-time professor of English and former dean
of the University's graduate
school of arts and sciences.
Dr. Tillman had been ill for
some time, but continued to
teach part-time in the English
department.
A graduate of Morehouse
college, he served as its acting
dean until he assumed duties
as chairman of the Atlanta
University English department
in 1939. He was appointed dean
of the graduate school of arts
and sciences in 1955, and served in that capacity until 1962.
A distinguished scholar, Dr.
Tillman also served as managuel L. Word, who joins the versity, is briefed by the de- right, professor of industrial ing editor ol Phylon, Atlanta
U's quarterly journal on race
ustrial Education depart- partment head, Hayes Howard education. (Joe Zinn Photo)
and culture. He was also direcment at Tennessee State mi. center, and W. V. Harper, Sr.,
tor-at-large of the National)
Council of Teachers of English.'
Survivors include his widow,
Mrs. Mettle R. Tillman; daughter, Mrs. Virginia '1'. Whatley;
son, Dr. N. P. Tillman
Jr.,
and grandchildren, Janet, Carole and Gregory Tillman; and
Patricia and Charles Whatley
r.

EAST

This Selection Of Fine Foods Is Strictly To Help
Things Easy For Mothers Who Have Childrea
In School • Shop Montesi Today

ir

Owner Leaves
Home, Frees
Private Zoo

EDUCATION PROFESSORS — Dr. Ilarvey
C. Johnson, a professor in the Department
of Administration, Curriculum and Instruc-

tion, is seen receiving a briefing from the
head of the department, Dr. Charity I.
Dlance. (Joe Zinn Photo)

SAN BERNARDINO, Calif. —
(UPI) - Sheriff' Deputies were
trying to round up a collection
of animals and birds whose
owner apparently decided to
turn them loose when he vacated his home-zoo in nearby
Alta Loma.
Two four-foot-tall apes sighted
by residents in the area early
this week sent deputies to the
residence. They found owner
and pets missing. Only one bird
remained in its cage.
"I think Ws a vulture of
some kind," said Deputy Thom r
as Wickum.
"1 don't really know. May be
we can ask the owner if we
can find him."

Mrs. King Leads Rights Songfest
TRENTON, N.J. — (DPI) — Majestic
Government officials and Pro- gown, Mrs.
minent New Jerseyans, Negro story of "
and white, joined the wife of ing the nq
ous civil rights
NASHVILLE — With a re- California Institute of Tech- Nobel Peac Prize winner Mar- songs and spirituals.
cIbreaking enrollment, Ten- nology.
tin Luther King to sing the
At the end of the concert,
see State university has Dr. Mani I. Rama, wh o se story of the civil rights moveMrs. Mefter joined fellow
ed 14 new faculty members three degrees were earned at ment.
members of "Wednesdays in
for 1965-66. One faculty Them- the University of Bombay, has
Mrs. Coretta Scott King led Mississippi," a civil rights
ber has returned from s tudY been added to the chemistry
an audience of 1,400 that in- group on the stage to lead the
leave.
faculty.
cluded the wife of Gov. Richard entire audience in singing W.
Dr. Andrew Bond returns this Dr. Tillman V. Jackson, J. Hughes
through the history Shall Overcome."
year to the department of bio- graduate of Knoxville college
of the non-violent movement in
elbemistry from a study leave, whose master's and doctorate
an evening entitled "MontgoiriYe holds two degrees f r o in were earned at the University
'T )nnessee State and earned the of Oklahoma, heads science ery to Montgomery."
Proclaimed an honorary citiiii ctorate from the University'education.
zen of Trenton by Mayor Ar- Island of Guernsey, Channel
of Minnesota.
In aerospace studies are Lt.
Islands — (UPI) — A 14-yearLi engineering Robert C. Mc- Colonel Mannibal M. Cox, Jr., thur J. Holland, Mrs. King told
schoolboy here reached inCla\n, a graduate of Ilampton whose degrees were earned at a news conference earlier in old
jacket
and Massachusetts Institute of Central YMCA College and the the day "the legal harriers to the schoolmaster's
Technology, has been added to University of Chicago; and have crumbled, the political for an illicit cigarette — and
the bell rang.
the faculty along with Samuel Capt. David Feller, University changes are real."
Mrs. Hughes, who presented But it wasn't the end of
. Word, who earned both de- of Omaha.
grees at Tennessee State.
the soprano with the "Morven school. The schoolmaster had
Bowl" was among the group fitted an electric alarm bell
HISTORY, POLITICAL
SCIENCE
of prominent New Jerseyans in his jacket to catch a thief.
Other new faculty are:
that included former Gov. and The youth was sent to reform
In history and political scischool.
Mrs Robert B. Meyner.
Garner,
a
ence, Dr. Lela A.
Dr. John I. Sever, head of
graduate of Southwestern in the section on infectious disMemphis and Harvard Univer
eases, National Institutes of
; Peter Wengert, a graduate
Health, Bethesda, Md., told the
he University of Oregon and
the University of Strasbourg, 34th annual meeting of the
American Academy of PediaFrance.
In business, Dr. Bonnie A. trics here Tuesday that an esFavrot of Southern Illinois Uni- timated 30,000 defective chi].
versity and the University of dren will be born in the UnitPittsburgh; Leo M. Favrot, Jr., ed States as a result of the
of Louisiana State and Harvard 1964-65 measles epidemic.
Universities.
Measles M the first month of
In education, Dr. Harvey C.
Johnson of Texas College, Uni- pregnancy produces malformaversity of Michigan and the tions in 47 per cent of cases,
University of Southern Califor- 22, per cent of cases in the
second month and 7 per cent
nia.
when infection oecurs in the
MATII AND PHYSICS
In mathematics and physics, third month, Sever said.
Win Myint, who holds two de- In addition, approximately 10
grees from Rensselaer Polyto 20 Per cent of pregnancies
technic Institute; Raymond E.
Richardson, whose degrees are complicated by rubella. (measpontaneous
from Atlanta University; Mrs. sles). terminate .in
Mona L. Brooks Parker, whose abortions or stillbirths, and
degrees were earhed at Fisk there is an increased rate of
University and Peabody Col- Prematurity and failure to
Scotland Yard started
: and Larry Rabinowitz, thrive," he said.
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Heinz

TOMATO SOUP
limit 12

10/4 Oz. Can

12 09
For

Pride of Illinois

CORN

Limit 6

Cream Style,
- Yellow

17 Oz.6 For 99
Can
Crisp Red JONATHAN

APPLES
4 1.b. Bag 29c

30,000 Defective
Children Predicted

0

Who was first
to wrap up case:
Scotland Yard or
Alexander Gordon?

"WANTED".
WINDOW WASHERS
Over 21 with Driver's License.
Clean, Neat Habits and Appearance. Will Train.

sleuthing in 1890. Mr.
1 'NI
Gordon over a century
before. Came up with
his brilliant solution in
London, 1769. The
.
bright flavoured, brittle-dry gin that's now
one of England's most k
venerable institutions. Biggest-seller through- AlI riul LED
out England, America,
LONDON DRT
GIN .1
the world. And quite
2=1,'.
••• • •••
possibly the one case
r.*1•744:5;47. _
more celebrated than
any of Scotland Yard's. -

GOIDOg

rnmcilitS.I, 100%10011a SPIRITS DISTILLED /ROO PAIN DO 15005 505005

00 SIR C0.U0 LOWS,IL

5

Lb. Bag 14 Domino or Godchaux
With coupon end 55.00 additional purchase, •rcluding value of
coupon rnerchandis• (fresh milk products end tobacco alt.. ,es.
cluded In compliance with state low). On. coupon per custerner.
Coupon oxpir.s noon W•dn•sdo y Nor. 3.4..

Dole

Showboat

Pineapple, Crapefruit

Sweet Potatoes

46 Oz.
Can

DRINK

30 Oz. Can

23

Lt. Lee Blast Exhibit
Proposed By Historian

DON'T BUY
Furniture of Any Kind,
ANYWHERE.
Until You First Shop ...

In an open letter to Secretary ington's army, 200 men of color
of the Interior Stewart Udall, were guarding his tent and
Lt. George W. Lee, author, leaving their bloody footprints
historian, politician and busi- upon the snows of Valley Forge.
ness leader, has objected to a "While DeGrass, the French
proposed exhibit for the Ameri- admiral, was bottling up Cornwallis at Yorktown, Peter
can Museum.
At the same time, Lt. Lee Salem, a soldier of color, was
has questioned the right of the stopping Pitcairn at Bunker
Department of Interior's his- Hill the enemy, General Pittorian, a Mr. J. Sevejda, to oc- cairn, flashing the sword of
cupy the "important position his king, cried to his advancas historian for the U.S. De- ing army, 'Onward.' The day
is ours.
partment of Interior."
Part of the text of Mr. Lee s
letter to Mr. Udall follows.
"It has come to my attention that Mr. J. Sevejda, an
historian for the U.S. Department of Interior, plans an exhibit for the American Museum
on Negro immigration. The
YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
exhibit is to be called 'The Uprooting,' which will be symSCHOOL ITEMS
bolized by a scale model of a
slave ship with some slave Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to yoo weekly.
specimens - as a slave shackled in leg irons, neck irons, a
whip and a lock. Through
which, he plans as he says, 'to
show the unbearable conditions
which the Negro suffered.'
POURING TEA AT LEMOYNE - Mrs. Mae I. Fitzgerald,
"On the other h a n d, the
head libarian . at LeMoyne and advisor to the college's Chinese immigrants will be
Honor Society, pours a cup of tea for Miss M. Maxine Gray, presented together with the
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
one of five LeMoyne students tapped for membership in Japanese in an exhibit call
Kappa Betha Chapter of Alpha Kappa Mu National Honor 'Pacific People,' with the stress
Society. Others, left to right: Miss Cathelia Barr, new mem- placed on the Chinese contriber; Miss Bennie Teague, president of the chapter; Miss bution to the building of the
Pacific - Central Railroad; in
Clauda Walton, Louis Harvey and Miss Mary Erby, all new
addition to their centers called
members, and Mrs. Velma R. McLemore, advisor to the
Chinatown.
chapter; and Mrs. Beatrice Luther and Miss Sammie
"He will attempt to show also
Williamson, guest speakers at the honors convocation. Mrs. the contributions of their brand
of culture to this country. The
Luther and Miss Williamson are LeMoyne graduates now
MAKE MONEY AT HOME
WANT TO BUY - OLD SIGNS,
SPECIAL
Cash paid for information leading to posters, used before 1940 advertising
Japanese immigrants will be the
teaching English in local high schools.
sale of furniture of appliances. For cigarettes, medicines, soft drinka, etc.,
MAYBERRY BOOK STORE
treated in a similar manner details, can 275-0435.
anything from old stores including
129 Beale
fixturta. What do you have in your
with stress placed on their 'conback storeroom? Call MU 3-4684.
Slides, sheet mimic, histories Engll
tributions to the farming sysPRINTERS WANTED IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR-A fiction, and all kinds of new
tem in the West.
crackerjack salesman to reach the i.ed books.
(Male and Female)
Negro market - Dial our want ad
"Sir, Mr. Sevejda's ignorance
RUMMAGE SALE, BETH SHO
depaitment.
Synagogue. 442 S. Mendenhall 1
operators,
of American history and the Linotype
proof526-8397
Wednesday. Thureirlay, and
Erni
Our
readers
are
waiting
to
blly
your
contributions of the American readers and floormen. Only ex- products - Let Sri-State Defender Sept. 22, 23. 24. Open 10
A.M. to
Clothing, materials, draperl
Negro to American makes him perienced personnel should ap- deliver your AdVertISIllg Illt.dge - P.M.
housewares, furniture and toys.
woefully unfit for such an inru ply. Write, Personnel Dept. e-o We reach a mesa market
I, meat Quality. Name Brand. E
Chicago Defender, 2400
portant undertaking.
S. BARBEE IMPORTED WIGS peon Wigs. NO MONEY DOWN
monthly payment.
"All of us feel proud, how- Michigan Ave., Chicago .10616, be per cent human !lair. Ma. BOUNIAN
WIG GALLERY
527-6.i
ever, when we think of the Illinois.
chine made, $40. Hand made, Shelbourne Bldg, 141 N. Alamos
Bathtub
for
sale.
contributions Negroes have
Call
$00. Delively in three weeks.
275-3972
made along with others to
Hudson Baibee Import-Expoct. 16 CHURCH PEWS. 8 FT. LONG
make America the only free
5108 Horn Lake Rd., 398-1068 $10 per pew.
397-12
country the world ever knew.
SMAI.L UPRIIIIIIT PIANO
CHHISTMAs IS
Extra gd.. Will deliver. 5100. 278-21
GIVING TIME
We do not need to recall that
Avon CommetIcs appeal to every memwhen Von Steuben, a Prussian,
ber of the family. Show these QUALITY PRODUCTS and cash in on this
was the drillmaster of Washgreat

NOTICE

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly?

HOWARD
JONES

sthlke ?Nall

DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL NOVEMBER 15, 1965

A NATIONAL BROADCAST
DIRECTED TO MEET YOUR PROBLEMS
FOR THESE DAYS

Floor Models Reduced
$10000
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

_
NS CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS

Phan, FA. 3-117112 BIG LOCATIONS'Phone MU 2-4611

PAIIT TIME MAID
Call After 5:30 P.M.
JIM, 275.9176

1751 PRESTON ST.
350 00 down, notes approx. 65.00 per
month. 2 bedroom. with nice yard
Vacant. Immediate possession. Ruby
Beard - 396-1645. Lucille Sere Really
274-5809

GT Bill Special. or can be bought OD
Light assembly work to do at convential.
Clean 2 bedroom brick.
home. Crestline Co. 68 421 Com- Leaving lots of extras with house.
929 Decatour St. near all North Memmercial. Cathedral City Calif. phis plants. carlines & school nearing.
WOMEN OF CHARACTER
Guaranteed income, educated, refined,
25 to 60. Experienced in teaching,
club, church or community work. Not
employed, unencumbered, the type that
does not usually answer advertisements but desires Interesting, full-time
position rendering services at natural
importance and • being well paid for
mme.
Write to, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
BOX 311
Memphis, Tenn.

CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET
WHERE RED HOT DEALS-SAVE YOU COLD CASH

740 UNION AVENUE
527-2664

DISTRIBUTOR
WANTED

REPOS. NAOssrAtEIEBYALIVNTEI
NOTES

1964 Nova
1960 Chevrolet
1959 Chevrolet
1962 Rambler
1959 Plymouth
1960 Chevrolet
1955 Chev. Imp. Coupe
1959 Chevrolet
1959 Buick H-Top

Salesmen
and
saleswomon
wanted to sell retail advertis-I
tag in the Memphis market.
SEE AND COMPARE
We pay 25 per cent ard 30 Lovely Fieldstone, nr. Pine Hill School.
down incl. all. Notes $65. No
per cent contract commission $375
qualifying. Neva Bostick. 357-5621.
on the dollar.
ingots. Mary Myers Realty. 357-0361
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
HOMES FOR SA1.E
Longview
His. sundit Won shopping
236 South Wellington Street centers, schools,
earlier., nearly enMemphis, Tenn.
joyed.

WHIR( /MKS DK/ YOU
GU PREICOINVIAL
"evict

1264 GETWELL I Open Nifes 'Tit 9 j 4556 SUMMER

demand. Call Mrs. South. :72-2042

6116
43"
2592

1195

59862

SOUTH

All Cory G
fited
12 FREE LURES soil
12 FREE Oil Chamges

15"
3216
3899
46'9
3821
44"

Minimum Investment - $500
Maximum Inveatment - $12,000
For details write or nail:
Phone 314 AN 1-1500
PENDUIN PLASTICS CORP.
3411 North Lindbergh Blvd.
SE Ann, Missouri 63074

'65 Riva. $3995
Green Coe. Fully equipped
including lac. air, elec.
windows, tilt wheel. Jest
lila new

'64 Riva. $3195
Solid while, custom interior,
I., air, 14003 actual
Just IS. new.

'65 Buick $3595
Custom Elect. 725 1-0r HI.
Completely
equip,. plus
fact. air. Sara 05.

'65 Bud $3395
laSabre 4-dr. Hi. Hare is
• real cream puff. Hes all
the esfras. fact. air cond.

'64 Buick $2767
Elect. MS Cone Solid white
fact air S fully equipt.

497"
44581
198"
109346
596"
8936'

No competition. To service and set up
new accounts In exclusive territory.
Investment secured by fast moving Inventory of amazing plaatic coating
used on all types of surfaces, interior
or exterior. Eliminates waxing when
applied to any type of floor, Eliminates
all painting when applied to wood,
metal or concrete surfaces.

'63 Buick $1995

Progressive
A.B.C. Newspaper
In Florida

Maids. Guaranteed Growl New York
Live-In lobe. $35 - $55 weekly fare
Eztplo
Nyem
wen
,
i
t oA
rkgency,
y
ra
,ncz
.
4.1.1=1,00

'64 Buick $2545
'60 Buick $1145
'63 Olds. $1967
M. 4.d, F•ct. air, full pores, Baby blue Rvil sharp.

'64 W'cat $2685
Cp•. Has custom whit• 'on
blue with white int Fully
@quiet. Mel, fact. air Sag

Open NH..
711 UNION 525417/

1959 Edsel Six cylinder engine, 25.000
miles, New Carburetor, Brake Lining..
Excellent Condition. Automatic Transmission. $475. 683-1605 Between 8
a m. & 3 p.m.
1959 Ford Convertible, Red. White &
Black, Real Sharp Car, Only $695
with $40 Down. 24 months on Balance.
gam'. Auto Sales
495 Union
525-0661

if
••

CALL OR COME BY TODAY-
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731 E. Davant - NICE 7 RM. HOME
with 2 baths. LR. DR. Kit., 2 BR,
bath. Also has apartment of 2 rooms
& bath with sepertite entrance. A good
Buy. Only $10,500.00
2102 LARAMIE - 6 ROOM FIELDSTONE. Plastered. witv carpeting, Venetian Blinds. Air conditioner included. Owner will pay 1275.00 of closing cost. Or buy reasonable equity
and assume 4', G. I. Loan,

CALL

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
_ Pli._FA 7-6033
BARBEE LAKE -.eish all
$.50; horseback riding Vs hr. $ ;
horsebRck riding in the ring to
children $.10; miniature golf, 1
$.21; picnic grounds wit
music for schools
record
churches, clubs, businesses
$10. Bring the family & enjoy
a c,Ry of recreation. 5108 Horn
I ake Rd., 398-1068 Hudson Is
Hilda Barbee, Managers.
Maybeiry Book Shop, 359 Beale.
Histories, English, and Fiction
25 cents and 50 cents
INTERIOR DECORATING &
exterior designing, remodeling, all types of construction
work. Sink tops, rubber and
plastic. Vinyl floors, kitchen
cabinets custom made at very
low prices. We bui'd additions,
rooms, paneling, roofing, concrete and brick work. No jobs
too large or small. Free estimates. Memphis Construction
Co., BR 5-6129, office 274-6568.

For Sale Misc.

Send $1.

P.O. Box 2205, Memphis

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

,176 8;178 REAL STREET JA 6-5300

1959 Buick Four Door, only $695
$40 Down. 30 months on Balance
Call for quick Credit OK.
Sam's Auto Sales
495 Union
525-0661
Chevrolet Convertible 59 through 61
Clone out sale, buy at onr met. small
down payment. 30 months on Balance
Sam's Auto Sales
495 Union
525-0661

CARDS OF THANKS

WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMEN
WAITING TO SERVEy0

695 FRANK ('IR.- 7 ROOM BRICK.
Living Rm.. la ft. Dining Room,
Kitchen, Sep Breakfast Room. 3 BedMk.
rooms, 2 Baths. Carport,
School, Pecan & Fruit Trees.

EsiBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

M

APTS. FOR RENT

Elect. 775, 4-dr., Def. leic
a lull power, odor 014m.

LONGVIEW HEIGHTS
920 E. MALLORY -. Lovely 6 Room
Brick. 25 Ft. Liying-Dining Rm.. New
Roof & Water Beater. Enclosed ('or.
port Drapes. Stove. Automatic Wash,
cc, 2 Air Conditioners.

TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARC

Wigs 1000Z,
Handmade. Value at $180. our
One citiphone C 13 Radio. 23 Channel, 590. Machine made. value at 590. Lour
New, Mobile Antenna and Base An- an $43. Cash and ',flyway plan. Agent
tenna. Everything needed for Mobile Wanted. Hudson Barbee Import & EXNeed.: All-around, non-union printer and Base Operation $200. 683-1605. pmt. 5108 Horn Lake Rd.. Memphis.
immediately; experienced advertising, Between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Ph. 396-108a.
Tens,
circulation and editorial people: photographer; willing to work and cooperate
for progress. Attractive eateries, draws,
commissions, fringe benefits, etc. Send
FIRST PRINTING
complete resume and references to
Publisher, The Photo New., P. 0.
P 0 E M - Written While JFK Lay In State.
Bun 1583, West Palm Beach. Flom.
Suitable For Framing.
33402.

2 LARGE 3-ROOM & BATH APTS.
for rent. 1029 and 1031 Ethelyn.
Phone 324-7698

'62 Buick $1785

Equity Sale
Need painting - - 350.00 down & Pick
up notes - 65.00 per month - 3
bedrooms.
RUBY BEARD - 396-1865
Lucille Sere Realty
274-5809

386-3738
F. L. SNELLINGS
3 salesmen wanted at E & L Sales
'ompany 306 South
Main
Street. LUCILLE SERF, REALTY COMPANY
274-5609
$100 a week guarantee. Call Mr. Le- 1247 N. Evergreen
Mem. American Real F.stote Assn.
roy Tatum at 525-3795.
MITCHELL - TRI-S1A1 SI

LaS•br• 4-door. Power and
•,.. I owner tradain.

laSabre 4-dr. Hr., fact. tic
I power, 3 to choose from.

Ruby Beard - 396-1685. Lucille Sere
Realty.
274-5809

PEST
EXTERMINATING CO:

I would like to thank everyone who
wen so kind to me during niv brief
confinement in the hospital. May Clod
bless all of you
Mrs. loafs ma• Wilke.

SPECIAL
MAI SEBRY P0411( STORY'
129 Beal
Sheet Music. HINtories. Eng.
lish. Fiction
and all kinds of nein
and used books.

162-164.166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-14,50

